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If the potential in a three-particle system is the boundary value of an analytic 
function, the physical Hamiltonian H(0) has a dilation-analytic continuation H(d). 
The continuous spectrum of H(d) consists of half-lines Y(&,, 4) starting at the 
thresholds A, of scattering channels and making angles 24 with the positive real 
axis. If the interaction is the sum of local two-body potentials in suitable f?P-spaces, 
each half-line Y(L,, )) is associated with an operator P(A,, 4) that projects onto an 
invariant subspace of H(d). Suppose Y@,, 4) does not pass through any two- or 
three-particle eigenvalues 1 #I, when 4 runs through some interval 0 < a < d < 
p < n/2. For $ in [u, fi], this paper shows that the resolvent R(A, $) has smoothness 
properties near Y(L,,d) that are sufficient for P(&,#)[H())- A.,] e-2id to be 
spectral and to generate a strongly differentiable group. The projection, the group, 
and the spectral resolution operators are norm continuous in $I. These results are 
not affected by any spurious poles of the resolvent equation. At a spurious pole I = 
L, t zezi’, the resolvent R(& + zezi@, 4) is examined by a method that uses two 
resolvent equations in succession and shows that there is norm continuity in z, 4. 
The case of spurious poles on Y(L,, 4) is included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If the potential in a multiparticle system is the boundary value of an 
analytic function, the usual Hamiltonian H(O) has a dilation-analytic 
continuation H(I) defined in terms of complex particle coordinates XC’@. 
The continuous spectrum of H(4) consists of half-lines Y(&, 4) that start at 
the thresholds of scattering channels, denoted by A,, and make angles 2Q) 
with the positive real axis. Under suitable assumptions on the interaction, 
each half-line is associated with an idempotent operator P(A,, 4) that 
projects onto an invariant subspace of H(4) [ 1, IS]. It is an open problem 
what happens when $ tends to 0. If P(A,, (6) tends to a limit P(A,, 0) if # 1 0, 
then P*(A,, 0) is the limit for 4 ] 0. The limits are idempotent but they are 
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not equal, unless the system does not allow inelastic scattering. This and 
following papers are motivated by the idea that P(A,, 0) exists and represents 
a concept that has not been considered before. 
Our program first shows that the operator P($, #)[H(@) - A,] e-*‘@ is 
spectral and generates a group. The group is to give rise to wave operators 
IV&,, 4). These must be shown to be dilation analytic. In the limit of $ 
going to 0, dilation analyticity is expected to relate W($, 4) to the wave 
operators ~?(a,) of physics. It is not implied that the relationship is simple. 
In fact, preliminary results indicate that it calls for a fairly complictated 
recurrence relation. On the other hand, the projection P(A,, 4) can be 
expressed in terms of operators W&, 4) in a simple way. Altogether we are 
therefore hopeful that there is an expression in terms of J?@,) that can be 
identified as the limit with respect o 4 of the operator P(I,, 4). 
The present paper completes the spectral and group parts of the program 
insofar as three particles are concerned. Wave operators are not yet 
introduced. Historically, the general problem of wave operators for non- 
selfadjoint operators gave rise to Kato’s theory of smooth operators [IO]. To 
explain how we take advantage of this, let us denote the resolvent of the 
three-particle Hamiltonian H(O) by R(1, #). The interaction V(4) is the sum 
of local two-body interactions Vj(~) between particle pairs j (j = 1,2,3). 
Each V,(4) is factorized as Bj(d) Aj((). In our explanation, we focus on the 
operator P(0, $), which is determined by the behavior of R(1, #)near Y(0, 4). 
If there is a two-body bound state with energy A,, there is a projection 
P@,, 4) determined by R(l, 4) near Y@,,, 4). Treating this case requires 
some modifications that will be indicated later. 
In the context of the present problem, the theory of smooth operators 
requires that there be a constant a such that 
sup 1 O” IIAj(#)R([z * i&I e2i’, #)fII’ dl< ~2 Ilfll’ 
(j = 1, 2, 3). (1.1) 
&>O -cm 
There must also be a corresponding relation with A replaced by B. If 
Eq. (1.1) is satisfied, there are no three-particle bound states. Indeed, in 
Kato’s fundamental paper there is a weakness assumption on the interaction. 
This makes the resolvent R(A, 4) analytic in the half-planes on either side of 
Y(O,$). Contour integration can then be used to establish the existence of 
wave operators. In our case, Eq. (1.1) is not true, but there is a constant E 
such that Eq. (1.1) becomes true if in the supremum E > 0 is replaced by 
O<&<E. Thus R(A,#) is used only in the strip between the lines L = 
(I f iE) ezi*, and this strip is cut along Y(0, 4). The open cut strip is denoted 
by A(E, 0,)); its closure by ;r<E 0, 0. It should be emphasized that d > 0. 
By a previous paper [20], the modified inequality is sufficient for 
P(O,4) H(4) ewzim to generate a group { G(t, 0, 4)) (-co < t < co) having a 
strong t-derivative equal to -iG(t, 0, 4) H(4) ewzim. Instead of contour 
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integration in a half-plane, the proof uses the Paley-Wiener theorem for 
functions in a strip. 
A somewhat different approach to wave operators was initiated by Kako 
and Yajima [9] and further developed by Balslev [2-4]. In our notation, the 
requirement is that 
IIAjt4> Rt[l l i&l ezim9 4) Bi(#)ll (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (1.2) 
be bounded uniformly in I, E if I is in some bounded interval on the real axis 
and 0 < E < E. By the above authors, this condition is sufficient o construct 
“local” spectral projection and wave operators. Whether P(0, 4) and 
G(t, 0, 4) are bounded depends very much on the asymptotic behavior of 
R(IZ, $) as 1 tends to toe zim This issue can never be settled by a local . 
condition. On the other hand, we find that the expression (1.2) is bounded 
uniformly throughout /1(E, 0, 4). In combination with the modified inequality 
(l.l), this suffices to construct a family of spectral operators {E(L, 0, $)} 
(--co < L < co) such that E(L, 0, 4) tends strongly to P(0, 4) as L tends to 
co; refer to [20]. In this part of our work, there is a certain overlap with the 
earlier papers [2-4, 91, but there are also differences. For example, to 
construct E(L, 0, (6) one first integrates R@, 4) along a path that is parallel 
to Y(O,d) but a distance E away from it. Then E is made to go to 0. While 
previous methods find E(L, 0, $) as a weak limit with respect o E, use of the 
Paley-Wiener theorem shows that the limit is strong. By the same token, 
G(t, 0, (6) is the norm limit of an integral in terms of R(& (d) near Y(0, #). 
In order to examine the quantities (1.1) and (1.2), we find the operators 
A,i(d) R(A, 4) from equations 
with kernels Mji(& $) that are compact and remain so when I tends to 
Y(0, (6). That the operators A,($) Q(/z, 4) and Mji(J, 4) have various desirable 
properties is shown in Section 2. Most of the basic techniques are due to 
Iorio and O’Carroll [8] and Ginibre and Moulin [6]. Inequalities due to 
Balslev [ 1 ] are used to show that Mji(lz., 4) tends in norm to 0 as IL ] tends to 
co. Our assumptions on the interaction are stated at the end of this section. 
In Section 2, we keep 4 fixed. The variable 1 is allowed to run through a 
strip /i(E, 0, #) that does not contain two-body eigenvalues. To make sure 
that such a strip exists, we first look at the two-body problem for the pair of 
particles j (j = 1,2, 3). In an obvious notation, this gives rise to a two- 
particle equation with kernel Mj”(& 4). It is assumed that the nullspace 
8 [ 1 - #*‘to, @>I is empty. Later in the paper, the three-body operators Mji 
are combined into a matrix M acting on a column vector AR. It is then 
assumed that W [ 1 - M(0, #)I is empty. 
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The nullspaces at il = 0 being empty prevents eigenvalues from clustering 
at the origin. If j(E, 0, 4) is a strip that avoids two-body eigenvalues, it 
follows that there is an interval a < (</3 with set of strips j(E, 0, 4) 
(a < 4 Q p) that all avoid two-body eigenvalues. In order to get the full 
advantage of dilation analyticity, there is a strong emphasis throughout he 
paper on all estimates and inequalities being uniform in Q in intervals as 
identified above. It is assumed everywhere that a > 0 and /I < 742, so that 
Q = 0 is not permitted. The idea is that eigenvalues do not cluster near the 
real axis, this enabling us to choose a as close to 0 as we please, then /I 
slightly larger. This should help us reach ) = 0, but we are not at that point 
yet. 
The operators Mji of Eq. (1.3) are completely straighforward, but we have 
to pay a price for this in that W(Q*) is not empty. Hence it may happen that 
fl[l -wo9 #>I is not empty at some point A,, in the resolvent set of H(4). 
Under our assumptions on the interaction, A@) R(J, 0) can be found as the 
quotient of two Fredholm series. At A,, the quotient is O/O. It tends to a 
bounded limit as 2 tends to &,. Hence & is called a spurious pole. While it is 
known that the Faddeev equations do not give rise to spurious poles, 
experience shows that four- and more-particle equations without spurious 
poles are extremely difficult to work with. This is the reason why we have 
preferred the route of Section 3. Using the simpler equation we present a 
special technique for finding A(d) R(& d) at and near &. 
In the open strip LI(E, 0, 4) there is a resolvent equation 
with kernel in the Schmidt class. It is shown in Section 3 that there is a l-l 
correspondence between spurious vectors in R [ 1 - M] and spurious vectors 
in R [ 1 - K], this resulting in some useful equations. Suppose 1, is a spurious 
pole and denote the orthogonal projection onto !R[ 1 - M&J] by U. We first 
find (1 - U) AR@,)B with the help of a non-singular operator that can be 
identified as the Moore-Penrose inverse [ 5, 1 l] of 1 - M&J. Next, pertur- 
bation theory is used to construct a projection operator Z(A) that tends in 
norm to U as 1 tends to 2,. Another Moore-Penrose inverse gives an 
operator [ 1 - Z(i)] AR@)B which tends in norm to (1 - U)AR(&)B. We 
now use these operators as supposedly known quantities in the equation 
ARB = AR,B - AR,BARB. This has an inhomogeneous term with empty 
nullspace, but the kernel AR,B is not compact. Due to the l-l correspon- 
dence between R [ 1 - M(&)] and R [ 1 - K&J], however, the new equation 
precisely reduces to S independent linear algebraic equations in S unknowns, 
S being the dimension of R [ 1 - M&J]. The solution process can therefore 
be completed so as to find AR(1)B and show that it is norm continuous at 
and near 1,. 
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To prove that the S equations in the second part of the solution are 
independent, one needs the equations that resulted from the relation between 
W [ 1 - M] and R [ 1 - K]. Since K(1,#) is not bounded when L is on Y(0, $), 
Section 3 does not apply to spurious poles on Y(O,4). Dilation analyticity 
solves this problem in Section 5. 
Suppose (1+ is) ezi4 belongs to a set of strips /i(E, 0, 4) (a < 4 <B) as 
described above. Roughly speaking, the operator A(#) R,( [I + is] ezi4, 0) 
B(4) is dilation analytic in a < 4 G/3. Now let E tend to 0. The operator 
A(p)R,([Z + iO] P4, /?)S(f?) has a meaning only as a norm limit with respect 
to E. It is therefore not obvious whether A(#) R,([Z + iO] ezi4, 4) B(b) is 
dilation analytic in a < 4 </I, or only in smaller intervals a < 4 </I’ < /I. 
Section 3 gives detailed relationships between !R[ 1 - M( [I + ic] ezi4, #)I, 
W [ 1 - K( [I + ie] e*@, $)I, and !B[[H(#) - (I + ic) e*@] (a < Q <p). What do 
these say about !B [ 1 - M( [I + iO] e*‘“, /I)]? Section 4 provides the basic tools 
to answer such questions. An operator T(4) being dilation analytic means 
that it is the closure in 2’ of the restriction to fixed 4 of an operator T that 
belongs to a Banach algebra ‘?I(a,/3) consisting of linear operators on a 
Hilbert space @(a,/?) whose elements are analytic functions of a complex 
radial variable ke’* and real polar angles w. One result assumes that T in 
!X(a,p) is such that T(a) and T(p) are compact in f?*. Then T(d) is compact 
for all 4 and norm continuous in 0. Inverses (1 - T) -’ in %(a, p) and 
[ 1 - T($)] - ’ on 2’ exist for all 4 if and only if [ 1 - T(4)] -I is bounded for 
any one 4. Other results look at an operator T(A) in ‘U(a,B) that depends on 
a complex variable 1 in some region r. If T(A, a) and T&j?) are compact 
and norm continuous in L, then T(A, 4) is norm continuous in 1,# jointly. In 
all these theorems, one role of dilation analyticity is that T being in %(a, /?) 
makes 1% /I TWll a convex function of 4. 
Dilation analyticity is implemented in the three-body problem in 
Section 5. The important notion in this section is a bounded region r in the 
l-plane that belongs to a set of strips r?(E, 0, 4) (a < (b Q /3). Typically, r is 
to the left of Y(O,/?), containing points (1 + i0) e*@ on Y(0, /I). Thus 
Section 5 gives the tools to find A($) R(L, 4) B(4) as a function of A,$ in 
bounded regions that may contain spurious poles but must not contain points 
&, , Q such that 1, is an eigenvalue of H(w) for some w. 
Section 6 introduces the variable z =Je-*‘@, then examines 
A (#) R(ze2’b , #)B($) when z is in the closed strip /i(E, O,O), which is 
obtained by cutting the region between the lines z = fiE along the positive 
real axis. The reason for the change of variables is that the kernel and 
inhomogeneous term in Eq. (1.3) are norm continuous in z, $ jointly. This is 
true if a & Q < ,f?, with a and /I as before. If R [ 1 - M(0, $)I is empty for any 
one 4, dilation analyticity guarantees the existence of new sets of strips that 
contain neither two- nor three-body eigenvalues. Typically, a new interval 
[a, /I] will have to be a subset of the earlier one. There is a finite number of 
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points Iz, at most that are eigenvalues for some I+ Any set of strips that 
avoids these is allowed. In an obvious way, the new strips correspond to a 
new region for z, $. This is denoted by z The operator A($) R(ze”@, 4) B(4) 
is bounded and norm continuous in z, 4, uniformly throughout 2. The 
integral in Eq. (1.1) is bounded uniformly in E, 4 (0 < E < E, a < d < /I) and 
has a continuity property which makes the operators P(0, #), G(t, 0, $), and 
E(L, 0, 4) norm continuous in 4. If 11, is a spurious pole for one 4, it is so for 
all d in an interval. As 4 varies, the point z, 4 corresponding to A,,, $ moves 
through the region z along a helix, but this does not destroy the above 
results. 
What we have said about the quantities (1.1) and (1.2) applies near 
Y(0, 4) only. Suppose particles 1 and 2 have a bound state with energy 1,, 
where A3 is real. Denote H(d) - V,(d) - V,(4) by H3(#), so that the 
Hamiltonian H3(4) lets particles 1 and 2 interact through VJ(d), while 
particle 3 is free. Now llAj($)R(J, 4) B&)11 (i, j= 1, 2) is bounded near 
Y(&, 4) and IIA,(#)R(& d)fll’ (j= 1, 2) is integrable along Y(&, d). To 
show this, we first take Eq. (1.4). The operator K is a sum of six terms. Two 
of these multiply R from the left by V,. We replace V,R by 
V,R, - I/,R,(V, + VJR, then multiply the new equation by Aj (j= 1, 2). 
This gives equations like Eq. (1.3), except that the subscripts i, j take the 
values 1, 2 only. We can now follow the steps that worked near Y(0, 4). 
Section 7 supplies details and shows that operators P($, #), G(t, A,,, d), and 
E(L, A,, 4) with A, # 0 exist and have all the properties that applied in case 
1, = 0. 
There is an appendix devoted to functions A(xe-‘@, w) that depend on a 
complex radial variable xe-‘@ in a sector -y < $ < y and on two real polar 
angles. Roughly speaking, it is assumed that A is analytic in xe-‘@ for 
almost every w and belongs to Zp(IR3) with Pp-norm bounded uniformly in 4 
for -y < d < y. The set of all such functions is denoted by Bp(-y, y). By 
Definition A.3, an operator A(d) on X!*(IRn) is said to belong to the class BP 
if it acts as multiplication by a function A(xe-‘@, w) in Ojp(-y, 7). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An operator A (9) on f!‘(IR”) is said to belong to the 
class C if numbers p, q exist such that 2 < p < 3 < q and A(() belongs to 
BP n Gzq. It is said to belong to the class 6’ if p, q are as above and A(#) 
belongs to BP n (liq. 
In the major part of this paper, it is assumed that Aj($) and Bj($) 
(j = 1,2,3) belong to the class (5. For most inequalities in Section 2, the 
class Q’ would be sufficient. The class tX is used rather explicitly in 
Lemma 2.4, which is to show that M(& 4) tends to 0 as IL1 tends to co. The 
proof of the lemma could easily be modified by making more approx- 
imations. For these approximations to be uniform in 4, we would probably 
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want to require the class C’, plus Aj(xeCim, o) and Bj(xe-‘O, w) having some 
additional regularity properties as functions of w. 
The class (5 has the important property that it makes I] vi(#) 
R,([I f is] e”“, 4) V,(d)I] bounded. This is used in Section 3 in comparing 
fl( 1 -M) and %(l - K). In particular, it guarantees that any spurious 
vectors in R [ 1 - K(& d)] are in the domain of H(4). It would require 
additional work to see whether we could manage without this information. 
2. INEQUALITIES 
In a dilation-analytic three-particle system, the Hamiltonian for the 
relative motion is a closed operator H(4) acting on functions f(x) in J?*(IR “). 
We refer to particles 1, 2, and 3, denoting the interaction between i and j by 
V,,(#) (i, j, h distinct). Particle coordinates are chosen in such a way that 
H(g) takes the form 
I-f(#) = H,(g) + P’(4) = -de*‘* + i Vj(xeCi”). 
j=l 
(2.1) 
It is assumed throughout hat V,($) is local and hence acts as multiplication 
by a function Vh(xe-‘@). This is real when $ = 0. 
Let xh in R 3 be proportional to the vector from particle i to particle j, let 
XL in R 3 be proportional to the vector from the center of mass of i and j to 
particle h. The coordinates xh and XI, may be viewed as orthogonal 
components of x in R 6. There is a normalization of x,, , XL, completely deter- 
mined by the masses of the particles, which gives H(4) the form (2.1). With 
this choice of coordinates, V,,(xe-im) depends on xhe-i@ only. Alternative 
choices would be in terms of pairs xi, xi’ or xi, xi. The transformations 
between the three pairs are orthogonal; there are constants c # 0, s # 0 such 
that xj = cx,, + sx;I, with c* + s* = 1. Our notation is somewhat ambiguous 
in that a vector in R” is denoted by the same symbol as the length of the 
vector. Thus, V,(xe-‘“) is sometimes written as V,,(xhebim, w), where cu 
stands for two polar angles and x,, is now in R+ . This also lets us write 
x:, + xj’ = (1 + c’) x’h + 2csx, * xl, + s’x;’ 
= (1 + c’) x:, + 2csx, . XI, + cV(1 + c2)-’ XL’ + ?(l + ,2)-l XL’ 
2 s2(1 + c2)--1 xi’. P-2) 
Multiplying this inequality by (1 + c2)/2 and adding s2/2 times the 
inequality xt, + xi’ > xi gives 
x; + xi’ > s2(xfi + XL?)/2 = s*x2/2. (2.3) 
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If particle h does not interact with i and& then V(4) reduces to V,,($), so 
that H(d) reduces to 
Hh(#) = -de”@ + V,(x,e-‘“) (h = 1,2, 3). (2.4) 
The resolvents of H(d), H#), and H,,(4) are denoted by R(A, $), R,(J., $), 
and &(A, 4). For half-lines parallel to the spectrum of H,,(4), there is the 
symbol 
Y(u, 0): 1 =,u + le2’& (O< I< co). (2.5) 
To study R(& 4) near the half-line Y(O,4), we take the resolvent equation 
R =xRh-2R,, +xR,V,,R,,(V- V,,)R, 
h h 
then write V, = B,A, and multiply Eq. (2.6) by Aj (j = 1, 2, 3). This gives 
three equations for the three unknowns A,R, 
AjR = x AjR, - 2AjRo + x A/R,BhAh x BiAiR. 
h h i#h 
(2.7) 
If there is a two-body bound state with energy I,, then R@, 4) is singular 
along Y(,$,, 4). Studying this singularity calls for resolvent equations that are 
introduced in Section 7. 
In the present section, d is fixed. We first discuss the kernel of Eq. (2.7). 
In doing so, we start with the operator A,(() R&I, 4) Bh(#) near Y(0, 4). 
Since 
R,(J, 4) = e-2i”R,(~e-2im, 0), (2.8) 
the problem is the same as studying R,,(Aec”@, 0) near the real axis. The 
following generalizes [19, Lemma 4.11. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Aj(4) and Bh(#) be in the class Q’ of Definition 1.1. Let 
4 be in [-y, y] n [-742,421. There are finite constants Mp, M,, N, 8 > 0, 
not depending on 4, such that 
< Mp llAj(#>llp 11 Bh(#>llp + Mq llAj(#)llq IIBh(#)llq~ (2.9) 
IIAj(i>[R,G + V, 4) -Ro(~ 011 Bh(@)II < NI de (2.10) 
whenever 2# Q arg L Q 24 + 211 and 24 Q arg(l + 71) Q 24 + 2n. Zf j # h, the 
operator A,(#) R& 4) Bh(d) is compact whenever 2) < arg 1 Q 24 + 2~. 
ProoJ The inequality (2.9) follows from [6, 81. Holder continuity and 
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compactness follow from [a]. The proofs show that the various constants 
need not depend on 4. I 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let Ai( A,,@), Bj@), and Bh(#) be in the class a. 
Let 4 be in [-y, y] n [-z/2, n/2]. Then the operators Ai R,(A, 4) V,,(4), 
V,(4) R,(A, 4) B,,(4), and Vi(d) R,,(A, 4) V,,(4) are bounded and norm H6fder 
continuous in A in the region 29 < arg A < 24 + 211. 
ProoJ: The data imply that V,(d) and V,,(d) satisfy the conditions 
imposed on A,(O) and B,,(4) in Lemma 2.1. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. If Aj(#) and Bj(#) are in the class E and 4 is as in 
Corollary 2.2, there is a constant c such that 
lIAj($)R()(l, $)[I < C ]Im keP2’ml-“2, 
11 vi(#) R,(k, #)[I < c 1 Im Ae-*‘” I ~ I’*. 
(2.11) 
Proof For the first inequality it is actually sufficient if Ai is in the 
class (5 ‘. The required result follows from Lemma 2.1 and the relation 
llAj(4) RO(A9 OII’ 
= IIAj(#)[R,(Ae-*‘“, 0) - R,(A*e*‘@, 0)] Aj*(#)ll 12 Im Aem*‘@ I-‘. (2.12) 
The second inequality follows in a similar way from Corollary 2.2. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Ai and Bh($) b e in the class a. Let 4 be in [-y, y] n 
[-7r/2,7c/2]. Ch oose 6 > 0. If j # h, there is a finite constant L, not 
depending on 4, such that 
llAj@> RO(A9 4)B~(dIl < d (2.13) 
whenever 11 I > L, 24 < arg A < 24 + 271. 
ProoJ Owing to Eq. (2.8), we may give the proof for 2qi < arg I < 29 + 7c 
by examining Ai &,(A, 0) B&) in the half-plane Im A > 0. The proof for 
24 + rr < arg A < 2$ + 2n is similar. Suppose ImL > 0. Because of the 
Holder continuity, we can find E > 0 such that 
IIAj(9>[RO(A + i.5 0) - &GC 011 Bh(9)ll < a/2. (2.14) 
Hence it suBices to find L such that ]]A,($)R,(I, O)B#)]] < 6/2 if lkl > L, 
Im 1 > E. We now write 
wj,(xje-‘@) = n(n + xjeeim)-’ (2.15) 
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and let Aj,(#) be the operator of multiplication by Wjn(xje-im)Aj(xje-i@, w). 
By Lemma A.4, as n tends to co, Ai, tends to Ai in the P- and gq- 
norms, uniformly in 4 on -y < 4 < y. Similarly, Bhn($) tends to Bh(#). 
Because of Eq. (2.9), we can find n such that 
llAjn(4) RO(A9 O> Bhn(d) -Aj(4)RO(4 O> Bh(911 < 6/4 (2.16) 
whenever Im 12 0. To establish Eq. (2.13), it therefore suffices to find L 
such that ]lAj,(#) &,(A, O)B,,,J#)]] < S/4 if ]A] > L, Im 12 E. This we may do 
by finding L such that 
JIAjlzR,Bh,Bh*R,XAj*,AjnR,B,,B,*,R,*Aj*I( < d4/d4 (2.17) 
if /A/ > L, Im I > E. It will be understood that A,, B,,,,, and R, stand for 
Ajn(d), Bhn($)~ and Rot’, 0). 
The operator in Eq. (2.17) can be written as T, wj,, R, whn T, , where 
T, = Aj,R,B,,B&R,*A,*,Aj, 
T,=B B”R”Af+ h hn 0 in’ 
(2.18) 
By assumption, A$Aj and B,Bh*, act as multiplication by functions in 
!GP(R3)n Zq(lR3), the norms being bounded uniformly in 4. The operators 
A,, and B,, are in the class 6:‘. Hence T, and T2 are bounded uniformly in 
A,#. Furthermore, 
)Iw~~ROW~~II =n* ll(t~ +Xjei,-i’)-l Ro(l, O)(n +~hC’“)~‘)l 
Q n* Il(n” + xj2)-“* R,(& O)(n’ + x~)-“*II 
<n* I](1 +x;)-“~R,(~, O)(l +x;)-“*]I. (2.19) 
This reduces the problem to showing that the norm on the right in Eq. (2.19) 
tends to 0 if II] tends to co while Im 12 E, with E, IZ held fixed. The easier 
case arises if Im A tends to co. This makes llRo@, O)]] tend to 0, so that it is 
obvious that expression (2.19) tends to 0. 
We now allow 1111 to go to co while Im 1 remains finite. Suppose p < f < a 
and Im 1> E > 0. Choose f in P2(lR6), By an inequality due to Balslev [ 11, 
there is a constant c such that 
l/(1 + xJ~)-~‘* &,(A, O>fll < c (IR,(&O)(l + ~jZ)-~‘*f]l. (2.20) 
It follows with Eq. (2.3) that there is a constant d such that 
[I(1 + x;)-I’* R,(IZ, O)(l + xi)-‘/*]I < d llRo(r& O)(l + x*)-~‘*)I. (2.21) 
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]lR&,O)(l +x2)-6’2j]2 = ]]R,*(&O)(l +x2)-Q&,0)1] 
G llR& ON IU + x’)P w9 ON (2.22) 
If we take p > f , we can use another Balslev inequality [ 1 ] by which there 
are constants c, 8 such that 
I](1 +x*)-~‘~R,,(~Z, O)]] < c]ReA]-’ (2.23) 
provided a > 1 and 1 Im A] > E > 0. Thus the right side of Eq. (2.19) tends to 
0 if Im Iz > E and Re A tends to fco. Summarizing, the right side of 
Eq. (2.19) tends to 0 whenever II / tends to co while Im I > E > 0. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 1 
We now turn to the operator R,#, #) near Y(0, 4). Decomposing x in IR6 
into xh, x6 in IR I, we write 
Hh(#) = Hf’(#) - Ai e2’@, 
Ha’(#) = -A,e*‘* + V,(x,e-‘@‘). 
(2.24) 
The two-particle operator Hi2’(#) and its resolvent Rf’(I, 4) were studied in 
[ 191. In the momentum representation, we have 
Hh($) = Hr’(#) + (k;)’ ezim, (2.25) 
hence 
R,(A, #) = Rp(/l- (k$ e2’“, 4). (2.26) 
DEFINITION 2.5. For any E > 0, complex ,u, and 0 < (b < n/2, the symbol 
/1 (E, P, 4) stands for the region in the A-plane obtained by cutting the strip 
between the lines A = ,U + (I f iE) e*‘* (--co < I< co) along the half-line A = 
P + le2’* (0 < 2 < co). The closure of A(E, P, 4) is denoted by A(E, n. 4). 
LEMMA 2.6. LetA, and B,,(4) be in the class a. Let 6 be in (0, y)f7 
(0, n/2). Suppose that the nullspace of 1 + A,,($) Ra’(O, 4) B,,(#) is empty. 
Suppose that the half-line Y(0, 4) does not pass through any point A that is 
an eigenvalue of H;‘(v) for some w. Then there exists a number E, > 0 such 
that 1 + AM Ri*‘(A 0) Bd$) is invertible at every point 1 in the region 
A@,,, 0,4). 
Proof: This follows from [19, Lemma 4.41. Although [ 191 makes a 
slightly stronger assumption as regards A,, and B,, this is not used in 
proving Lemma 4.4. I 
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LEMMA 2.1. If the data are as in Lemma 2.6, the operator 
Ah(() R,,@, 4) B,,(4) is bounded and norm Holder continuous in 1, uniformly 
in the region A (Eh , 0, 4) of Lemma 2.6. 
Proof If R&, 0) is replaced by Ra’(& @), the lemma reduces to [ 19, 
Theorem 4.61. Thus the lemma is correct due to Eq. (2.26). 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. If the data are as, in Lemma 2.6 and all operators 
Ai( Bj(#) (i, j= 1, 2, 3) belong to the class CC, the operators 
Ai(4) Rh(ky $1 Bj(4) are bounded and norm Holder continuous in I, unt$ormly 
in the region A (E,, , 0, 4). 
Proof: This follows from the equation 
A,R,B, = A,R,B, -AiR,BhA,,R,Bj + A,R B A R B A R B. OhhhhhOJ (2.27) 
with the help of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.7. m 
We return to the resolvent equation (2.7). Interchanging the summations 
over i and h gives 
AjR=Aj xRh-2Ro +Ajx C RoVhRhBiAiR 
h i h#i 
= AjQ + c MjiAiR, 
with 
Mji = c A,R, VhRhB,. 
hfi 
Similarly, Eq. (2.6) is the same as 
R=Q+C 2 R,VhRhViR=Q+xKiR=Q+KR, 
i h#i I 
where 
K=x Ki, Ki= 2 R,VhRhVi. 
I hfi 
By Eqs. (2.29) and (2.31) 






LEMMA 2.9. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied by each 
two-particle subsystem, so that there are three numbers E, (h = 1, 2, 3). If E 
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stands for min, E, , the operators A,(#) Q&d) B,(d) and_l)liji(l2, $) are 
bounded and norm H2ilder continuous in I, uniformly in A(E, O,#). The 
operators Mj,(k, 0) are compact throughout /i(E, 0,4). Given 6 > 0, there is 
a constant L such that IIMji(& #)[I < 6 whenever I,4 1 > L and L is in 
46 (40). 
ProoJ The boundedness and continuity properties follow from 
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.8. Since R, V,,R,, in Eq. (2.29) is the same as 
R, V,R,, the other properties of Mji follow with the additional help of 
Lemma 2.4. 1 
3. THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION AND SPURIOUS POLES 
Letf belong to P2(R6), choose 1 in /i(E, 0, d), and consider the equations 
AjRf =Ajef+ 2 MjiAiRJ: (3.1) 
Owing to Lemma 2.9, these have a unique solution A,(#) R(l, 4)f 
(j= 1,2, 3) except if I is such that the homogeneous equation 
(3.2) 
has a solution. Similarly, let 1 be in I1(E, 0,4). In this case, it is well known 
that K@, $) belongs to the Schmidt class. Hence the equation 
Rf =Qf+KRj- (3.3) 
has a unique solution Rf, except if the equation Ku = a has a solution. In 
this section, we keep $ fixed, restrict 1 to /f(E, 0, #), and study the 
relationship between the two homogeneous equations, the nullspace of 
H(4) -A, and the possibility of solving the inhomogeneous equations. It is 
assumed throughout hat Aj(~) and B,(d) are in the class (c. The next section 
is devoted to dilation analyticity. This is used in Section 5 to allow 1 to go 
to the half-line Y(0, 4). The operators Ki(~, 4) then cease to be bounded, but 
we can still look at M,#, #) and the nullspace of H(4) - ,I. 
Again, let 1 be in n(E, 0, 4) and suppose that A is an eigenvalue of H(4). 
In the following we suppress (6, write A for A(E, 0, $), and denote solutions 
of (H--)a=0 by a, (n= l,..., N). This notation is used even if N = 0, 
meaning that A is not an eigenvalue of H. It is well known that N is finite. 
Let C be the operator of taking complex conjugates, Cf = f: Since V(0) acts 
as multiplication by a real function, CHC = H*. If {a,} (n = l,..., N) span 
W(H - A), it follows that W(H* - 1) is spanned by {ti,,) (n = l,..., N). 
409/101/1-14 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let 1 be in the region A. In order that Eq. (3.3) has a 
solution RJ; it is necessary that f I 9I(H* - 1). 
Proof If Rf = g, then f = (H - A) g, so for g to be in 2 ‘, it is necessary 
that df, 5”) = 0. i 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1 be in the region A. In order that Eq. (3.3) has a 
solution RJ it is necessary and suficient if Qf 1 VI( 1 - K*). 
Proof: This is due to the fact that K is compact. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be in the region A and let {a,,} (n = I,..., N) be a basis 
for R(H - A). Then the equation K*b = b has solutions b, (n = I,..., N) 
having the property that a,, = Q*b,. In addition, there may be linearly 
independent solutions b, (s = N + l,..., S) such that Q*b, = 0. 
ProoJ: By Eq. (3.3), 
1 -K=Q(H-A), l-K*=(H*-@Q*. (3.4) 
These equations are safe to use because H*Q* is bounded. This can easily 
be verified starting from Lemma 2.3. 
Since K* is compact, W(1 -K*) is finite dimensional. Denote the 
dimension by S. Since Q* is bounded, !R(Q*) is closed. Hence 
‘%(Q*)n%(l -K*) is a finite-dimensional space. Suppose it has a basis 
{b,} (s=P+ 1, P+2,..., S). For Eq. (3.3) to have a solution Rf, it is 
necessary that (Qf b,) = 0. But since b, is in !B(Q*), this condition is 
obviously satisfied. Hence the existence of the vectors b, does not impose 
any restrictions onJ The b, are called spurious solutions of (1 - K *) b = 0. 
We now complete our basis of !R(l - K*) by choosing vectors b, 
(n = l,..., P). Obviously Q*b, # 0. It follows from Eq. (3.4) that Q*b, must 
belong to %(H* - I), hence we may write Q*b, = an, where a,, is in 
!R(H - A). Proceeding in this way, we identify vectors a, ,..., at, in W(H - A). 
These must be linearly independent. To see this, suppose there are constants 
yn such that C”,=, ~,,a~ = 0. This makes Cf=i 7” b, belong to W(Q*). Thus 
the set {bk} (k = l,..., P, P + l,..., S) would contain S - 1 independent 
vectors at most and would therefore not be a basis for ‘%(l -K*). This is a 
contradiction. Hence a , ,..., at, are independent, so that P <N. 
For Eq. (3.3) to have a solution Rf, it is now sufficient if (ef, b,) = 0 
(n = l,..., P). This condition is the same as V; Q*b,) = 0 or (f, fiJ = 0. By 
Lemma 3.1, it is necessary that (JI fi,,) = 0 for n = l,..., N. Hence P > N. 
Since also P < N, we see that P= N. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. It follows, in particular, that R(H - A) belongs to the range 
of Q. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be in the region A. In order that Eq. (3.3) has a 
solution Rf, it is necessary and suflcient iff I W(H* - 1). 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Under the circumstances described in Lemma 3.3, the 
equation Ka = a is satisfied by a,, (n = l,..., N). In addition, there are 
linearly independent solutions a,(s = N + l,..., S) such that (H - A) a, = b,, 
where b, belongs to W(Q*) n W(1 -K*). 
Proof Since Q is bounded, it is clear from Eq. (3.4) that R(H - A.) 
belongs to W(1 -K). This accounts for the solutions a, (n = l,..., N) of the 
equation Ka = a. Since K is compact, dim %(l - K) = dim W( 1 - K*). Thus 
!B( 1 - K) must also contain vectors a, (s = N + l,..., S) which do not depend 
on the a,, (n = l,..., N). 
By arguments based on Eq. (2.31) and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.8, VK is 
bounded. Hence Va, is in P2. Similarly, VhRh Vi is bounded. Hence 
Eq. (2.31) shows a, to be in B(H,). It follows that a, is in B(H). Denote 
(H-J) a, by c,. Since a, does not depend on the a,, (n = l,..., N), it follows 
that c, # 0. Thus Eq. (3.4) requires that Qc, = 0. The c, must be independent 
since otherwise there would be a linear combination Cf=,,+, ysas belonging 
to %(H-A). 
By the foregoing, Fs (s = N + l,..., S) belongs to %(Q*). To complete the 
proof, it suffkes to show that C, also belongs to %(l - K*), so that it can be 
identified with the spurious solution b, of the equation K*b = b. Thus it 
suffices to show that 
(35) 
for every g in f?2. Suppose first that g belongs to the domain B(H). Then 
Eq. (3.5) is true because Q*es =O. Even if g is not in a(H), it can be 
approximated by a sequence { gi} in D(H) (i= 1, 2,..:). Now Eq. (3.5) is 
obviously satisfied if g is replaced by gi. Since (H* - J)Q* is bounded, we 
may let gi go to g, and Eq. (3.5) remains true for every g in 2’. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. I 
We now compare Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3). It simplifies the notation to 
interpret he operators M,, as the matrix elements of an operator M acting on 
the direct sum of three copies of !Z2(lR6). A typical vectorfin @ SJ2(lR6) has 
components& (j = 1,2,3) in I?‘(lR6). The homogeneous equation (3.2) is the 
same as Mu = u. If g in P2(R6) belongs to the domains of Aj (j= 1,2,3), 
then Ag is in @ t2(lR6) and has components A, g in f!2(R “). Notice that 
Section 2 gives many examples of vectors g in %(Aj). For example, if 1 is in 
/i, the range of K is in a(Aj). From now on, we mention this domain issue 
only in cases in which it is not completely straightforward. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let L be in the region A. If a is in W(1 -K), then u = Aa is 
in W(1 -M). 
ProoJ By Eq. (2.32) 
2 MjiA,a = 2 AjKia = A,Ka = Aja. 
This means that MAa = Aa, but it is conceivable that Aa = 0. Suppose 
Aja = 0 (j= 1,2,3). Then 
c R, V,,R,BjAja = 0, 
htj 
hence Kja = 0. It follows that Ka = 0, contrary to the data. Hence u = 
Aa # 0 and u belongs to W(1 -M). 1 
LEMMA 3.7. Let 1 be in the region A. If w is in R(1 -M*), then 
b = CjAj*wj is in R(1 -K*). 
Proof In terms of matrix elements, (A4*)ji = (Mji)*. Hence the data say 
that 
c Aj*M,$wi = Aj*wj. (3.8) 
By Eq. (2.32), it follows that 
c KTA:wi = Aj*wj. 
I 
Summing overj now shows that K*b = b. Suppose xi A,*wi = 0. Then 
c 2 Bj*R,*V,*R,*A,+wi = 0, (3.10) 
i h#j 
hence xi M$wi = 0. Thus M*w = 0, which is a contradiction. It follows that 
b = cj ATwj # 0 and that b belongs to ‘$I( 1 - K*). 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. If 2 is in the region A, there is a l-l correspondence 
between vectors u in R(1 - 44) and vectors a in Yl( 1 - K). The relationship 
between u and a is as in Lemma 3.6. There is a l-l correspondence between 
vectors w in R(1 -M*) and vectors b in !R(l -K*). The relationship 
between w and b is as in Lemma 3.7. 
Proof. Denote the dimensions of ‘lR( 1 - K) and W( 1 - M) by S, and S, . 
Since K and M are compact, dim ‘%(I -K*) = S, and 
dimW(l -M*)= S,. By Lemma 3.6, S, > S,. By Lemma 3.7, S, > S,. 
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Hence S, = S,. It follows that the vectors u constructed in Lemma 3.6 span 
%(l -M) and that the vectors b of Lemma 3.7 span 9I(l -K*). 1 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 1 be in the region A. In order that Eq. (3.1) has a 
solution AjRf, it is necessary and su&‘kient that cj (Ajef, wnj) = 0 for every 
w, in %( 1 - M*) having the property that E A,*w~ is a non-spurious vector 
b, in ‘iR( 1 - K*). It is also necessary and su@kient iff I R(H* - 1). 
ProoJ It is necessary and sufficient that xi (Ajef, wj) = 0 for every w in 
W(1 -M*). By Lemma 3.7, b=zA,*wj is in R(1 -K*). By Lemma 3.3, 
either Q*b = 0 or Q*b = 5, where d is in !B(H* - 3). In the former case, the 
condition s (A,ef w,) = 0 is satisfied by every f in f!*. The necessary and 
sufficient condition that remains requires that (QJ b) = 0 in case Q*b = 6. 
This is the same as cj (Ajef, wj) = 0 for all w in %(l - M*) related to non- 
spurious vectors b in !R(l -K*). By Lemma 3.3, the non-spurious b, 
(n = l,..., N) have the property that Q*_b, = 6, span W(H* - x). Hence it is 
necessary and sufficient if f I %(H* -A). n 
Due to Lemma 3.9, it is meaningful to use the label spurious precisely for 
vectors w, corresponding to spurious vectors b,. The vectors b, correspond 
to vectors a,, the latter giving vectors u, . Hence there is a consistent way of 
identifying vectors u and w as being either spurious or non-spurious. Now let 
I,, be in A, let W(xI - A,) be empty, but suppose that there are spurious 
vectors u, (s = l,..., S) in %[ 1 -M&J], hence spurious w, in 
!R[ 1 - M*(A,)]. Under these assumptions, A,R(&) is uniquely determined 
and bounded, as is A,R(J) for A near &. By Lemma 3.9, Eq. (3.1) has a 
solution, but the equation determines A,R&,)f only up to a linear 
combination of vectors u,. Since the points A at which % [ 1 - M(A)] is not 
empty are isolated, Eq. (3.1) allows a unique determination of AjR(L) for 
A#&, A near I,. This might be used to find AjR(n,) by analytic 
continuation in A, but the procedure does not appear practical if one is 
interested in spurious poles I,, on half-lines Y(O,$). Specifically, it is not 
easy to investigate the continuity of Aj(#) R(k, 4) as a function of A if A tends 
to a spurious pole I, on Y(O,4). I n view of this problem, we now present a 
method which first finds A,R@,), then shows that AjR(n) differs little from 
this if I is near A,. 
In the following, the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of any 
operator T is denoted by W’(T). It is assumed that the sets {u, } and ( ws ) 
(s = l,..., S) have been made orthonormal. To indicate this, the basis vectors 
are denoted by u, and w, (a = l,..., S). We use a projection operator U on 
@ Pz(R6) acting according to 
(3.11) 
and a projection operator W defined in a similar way. 
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LEMMA 3.10. Let A,, be in the region A. Suppose that W(H - A,,) is 
empty, but that there are orthonormal sets {u,}, {w,} (u = I,..., S) spanning 
9l[ 1 -M&J] and W[ 1 -il4*(&)]. Define U and W as in Eq. (3.11). The 
operator 1 - M(A,) maps !V[ 1 -M(&)] one-to-one onto %‘[ 1 -M*(&)]. 
Given g in @ X?‘(iR6), the equation 
[l -~(AJl(l - w= (1 - w)g 




Here y may be any number # 0. The inverse operator on the right in 
Eq. (3.13) is bounded whenever y # 0. 
Proof: The mapping is into because the range of 1 -M(&) belongs to 
W[ 1 -M”(&))]. c onversely, any element of W’[ 1 -M*(&)] can be written 
as (1 - W)g, with g in @ Z2(lR6). The equation 
[l -~Gb)lf= (1 - w&Y (3.14) 
has a solution, but this is not unique. If f, is any particular solution, the 
general solution is of the form f0 + 2, a,~,. Iff is to be in %\‘[ 1 - M&J], 
this condition determines the coefficients a, uniquely. Hence the mapping is 
l-l and onto. 
For future reference we define 
M’ = M(A,) + y c w,(*, 24,). (3.15) 
(I 
If y # 0, it is well known that %(I -M’) is empty [13, Theorem 6.7.31. 
Clearly M’ is compact. Thus the inverse in Eq. (3.13) is bounded and the 
equation 
(1 -M’)f= (1 - W)g (3.16) 
has a unique solution given by the right side of Eq. (3.13). Taking the inner 
product of Eq. (3.16) with w, shows that r(S, uU) = 0. Hence f = (1 - U)f 
and f satisfies Eq. (3.12). 1 
Remark 3.11. Denote 1 -M(&) by X and (1 -A4’)-i (1 - W) by X! 
It is easy to verify that the following equations are satisfied: 
x+xX+ = x+, xX+x = x, 
xx+= 1- w, x+x= 1 - u. 
(3.17) 
Hence Xt is the Moore-Penrose inverse of X [5, 111. @ 
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Since (AQ(A,)f, w,) = 0 for every fin !i!*(lR6), by the proof of Lemma 3.9, 
the inhomogeneous term in Eq. (3.1) is of the form (1 - IV) g. Owing to 
Lemma 3.10, 
(1 - U)AR(&,)j-= (1 -M’)-1 AQ(&)f. (3.18) 
We now take A # I,, multiply Eq. (3.1) by 1 - W, then subtract (1 - W) 
JmJ AR Glf f rom either side. Since Wit&,) = W and M(A,) U= U, the 
new left side may be rearranged to give 
[ 1 - W&)l(l - rr) W~)f 
= (1 - w)MQ@) + W(l) - 4b>l N~)l.f 
By Lemma 3.10, 
(3.19) 
= (1 -,‘)-I (1 - W){AQ(A)+ [M(+M(&)]AR(I)}f. (3.20) 
Since (1 -MI)-’ takes the range of 1 - W into the range of 1 - U, by the 
proof of Lemma 3.10, Eq. (3.20) may be rearranged to give 
(l- U){l- (1 -,‘)-I (l- W)[M(+M(&))]}AR(A)f 
= (1 - U)(l -M’)-l (1 - W)AQ(l)f: (3.2 1) 
This is an equation of the form 
(1 - U)[l - 7’(A)]AR(A)f= (1 - U)(l -M/)-l (1 - B’)AQ(A)J: (3.22) 
The operator T(A) is compact. By Lemma 2.9, )] T(A)]1 tends to 0 as i tends 
to A,. Thus if A is close to A,, then [ 1 - T(A)] -’ is bounded and the 
homogeneous equation 
(l-U)[l-T(A)]z,=O (3.23) 
has precisely S solutions z&), which must be linear combinations of vectors 
[ 1 - 7’(A)] -’ ut. We assume henceforth that the set {z,(A)} has been chosen 
in such a way as to be orthonormal. This defines a projection operator Z(A) 
as in Eq. (3.11). To fix ideas, suppose we first write z;(A) = [ 1 - Z(A)] -’ u, 
(a = l,..., S), then determine zO()L) by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 
process. It is easy to verify that this makes ]]z,,(A) - u,JI tend to 0 as A tends 
to Lo. Hence ]I Z(A) - UIJ also tends to 0. 
The adjoint of Eq. (3.23) reads 
[ 1 - T*@)](l - U) u, = 0. (3.24) 
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This has solutions u, (u = I,..., S). Thus the operator 1 - U on the right in 
Eq. (3.22) has the same role as 1 - W in Lemma 3.10. The analogue of M’ 
is 
T’(l) = T(A) + u - UT(n) + y c u,(*, zJ3,)). (3.25) 
D 
LEMMA 3.12. Let the data be as in Lemma 3.10. Refer to Eqs. (3.15) 
and (3.21)-(3.25) for the definitions of M’, T’(A), and Z(I). There exists a 
constant 6 > 0 such that 
[I -Z(,l)]AR(il)f= [I -Z(A)][l - T’(A)]-’ 
x (1 - U)(l -AZ’)-’ (1 - W’)AQ(A)f (3.26) 
if n is in the region A and (I- 1,) < 6. Taking 1= 1, in Eq. (3.26) gives the 
operator (1 - U) AR(&) satisfying Eq. (3.18). If Bi is an operator on I!‘(iR’) 
as in Lemma 2.9, then 
iiT [/[l-Z(J)]AR(A)Bi-(l-U)AR(&)Bi(l=O. (3.27) 
+ II 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.9, 6 > 0 exists such that 1 - T(A) is invertible if A is 
in A and (A- A,] < 6. Under this condition on 1, Eq. (3.22) has a unique 
solution in the range of 1 - Z(A). By an obvious analogue of Lemma 3.10, it 
is given by Eq. (3.26). In particular, the operator [l - T’(A)] -’ is bounded. 
Since T(&) = 0 and Z&J = U, we have that T’(&) = (1 + v) U, hence 
[ 1 - T’(&)] -’ (1 - U) is the same as 1 - U. Thus if we formally take A= 1, 
in Eq. (3.26), the right side takes the form 
(1 - u)(l -,‘)-I (1 - W)AQ(&,)f: (3.28) 
Since (1 - W) AQ(&) is the same as AQ(&), it follows with Remark 3.11 
that expression (3.28) is the same as (1 - ,‘)-I AQ(&)J Hence we find 
(1 - U)AR(&)f as determined by Eq. (3.18). 
Because T(1) and Z(A) tend to their limits in norm, so does T’(A). It 
readily follows that 
,“y ]][l-Z@)][l -T’(A)]-‘(l-U)--(l-u)](=O. (3.29) 
- II 
By Lemma 2.9, (1 - w) AQ(~) Bi tends in norm to (1 - W) AQ(&) Bi, 
which we saw above to be equal to AQ(&) B,. This suffices to prove 
Eq. (3.27). m 
Given Lemma 3.12, we now find UAR(&)f and Z(A) AR(J)f: This is 
facilitated by the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.13. If the data are as in Lemma 3.10, there is a non-singular 
matrix {a,,} (u, r = l,..., S) such that 
UC7 = c %,‘w&) c Ah Wrh* (3.30) 
7 h 
Proof: By Corollary 3.8, u, is of the form Au,, while (H - A,) a, = b, by 
Lemma 3.5. Since A0 is in the resolvent set of H by assumption, 
a,=R(&,)b,. NOW b,=ChAh@3sh, again by Corollary 3.8. This explains 
the operator AR(&) Ch A, in Eq. (3.30). There are non-singular linear 
transformations relating the sets {u,}, { w,} to the orthonormal sets {u,} and 
{wO}. This proves Eq. (3.30). i 
LEMMA 3.14. Let the data be as in Lemma 3.10. Let M,(A) be the 
matrix with elements 
[M,(r%)]ji = -A,R&) Bi. (3.3 1) 
The vectors v, (a = l,..., S) defined by 
vu = [l - w&J1 UC7 (3.32) 
are linearly independent. 
Proof: Consider the resolvent equation 
R(A,)=R,(&)-C R,(&)BiAiR(A,)* (3.33) 
Multiplying this on the left by Aj, on the right by a,,A,,Gtr,,, summing over 
h and r, and rearranging gives 
11 - M&d1 u, = c 4,&J aor&. (3.34) 
On the left we have used Eq. (3.30); b; on the right is C,, A,,@,,,. By 
Corollary 3.8, there are S linearly independent vectors 6=. These belong to 
W[Q(A,,)] by Lemma 3.3. Since Q can be written as R, - Ch R,B,A,R, and 
W(R,) is empty, the vectors AR,&,) b; must be independent. The matrix a,, 
is non-singular. Hence the vectors v, are independent. 1’ 
COROLLARY 3.15. Let the data be as in Lemma 3.14 and let z,(n) 
(a = l,..., S) be the vectors defined with the help of Eq. (3.23). There exists a 
constant S > 0 such that the vectors y,(A) (u = l,..., S) defined by 
Y,(A) = 11 - Ml@)1 Z,(n) (3.35) 
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are linearly independent if 1 is in A and (A - A,, ( < 6. Furthermore, 
Prooj According to Lemma 2.1, M,,(A) tends in norm to M&J as 3, 
tends to 1,. Since z,(1) tends in norm to u,, Eq. (3.36) is true. Since the 
{vu} are independent, heir Gram determinant does not vanish. Thus S > 0 
exists such that the Gram determinant of the set {y,(A)} does not vanish if 
III--& < 6 and A is in /i. It follows that the y,(1) are independent. 1 
LEMMA 3.16. Suppose the data are as in Corollary 3.15, with 1 in the 
region A and II- ,I,,) < 6. Zf the operators (1 - U) AR&) and 
[ 1 - Z(A)1 AR(A) are available, then AR(&) and AR(A) can be found with 
the help of the equations 
[l - ~,(~,)I ~AR(&U- 
= W&)f + b%@,) - 1 IF - WAR&M 
11 -M&)1 Z(J) AW)f 
(3.37) 
= AR,(l)f + [M&l) - I] [ 1 - Z(J)] AR(J)J 
Furthermore, 
!~~, IIAR(n) Bi - AR(~,) Bill = 0. (3.38) 
Proof. The equations follow from Eq. (3.33). If Lemma 3.12 is available, 
the right-hand sides are known. The left side of the second equation (3.37) 
equals 
c Y,(~WW)J z,@>>. (3.39) 
0 
Since the vectors y,(A) are independent, we can now find (AR(n)f; z&)), 
hence Z(L)AR(A)f, then AR(A)f: There is a similar argument for the first 
equation (3.37). The limit relation (3.38) follows from Eqs. (2.10), (3.27), 
and (3.36). 1 
4. DILATION ANALYTICITY 
Suppose there is a spurious pole at a point L,, on the half-line Y(0, 4). This 
situation belongs to a class of problems in the analysis of which dilation 
analyticity is an important ingredient. The present section reviews some 
aspects of the subject. General references are [ 15, Id]. 
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Thus far we have worked with functions f(x, w) in X?*(R6) depending on 
one real radial variable x and five polar angles w. We now look at functions 
f(xe-‘@, o) which are analytic in xe-‘” for almost every w, regular in some 
sector a < 4 < /I, and such that 
1 I 
do o’ If(xe-‘“, o)l” x5 dx (4.1) 
is bounded, uniformly in d for a < 0 < /I. The restriction of f(xe-‘@, w) to 
fixed 4 is denoted by f($). This clearly belongs to f?*(lR “). The appendix is 
devoted to functions A(#) in P(lR3), but with obvious modifications it 
applies to the present class. 
The inner product off(#) and g(4) in f?‘(lR6) is denoted by (f(d), g(d)). 
With the inner product 
(5 g> = u-(a)9 g(a)) + w.P>~ NV), (4.2) 
the analytic functions f(xe-‘“, cu) form a Hilbert space. This is denoted by 
0(-/I, -a). The norm off in 0(-j?, -a) is denoted by ((f )). To explain the 
notation, we remark that f(xe-‘@, w) in @(-/I, -a) has a Fourier transform 
%(ke’*, w) in %(a,@. More precisely, the ordinary Fourier transform on X?’ 
can be extended to a unitary transformation mapping 0(-p, -a) onto 
@(a, /3) [ 16, Section 2.31. 
By way of example, let us show how A(#) &,(A, 4) B(d) on P* relates to an 
operator AR,(A)B on 0(-/I, -a). Suppose B(#) is in the class Q’ and the 
interval [a$] belongs to [-y, y] n [-7r/2,12/2]. Define w,(d) as in Eq. (2.15) 
and denote the operator w,(#)B(d) by B,(4). This gives B,(d) in (5*. Now 
choose f in 8 (-p, -a), take the Fourier transform f(keim, w), then define 
fJke’*, w) = p*f(ke’@, w)(p + ke’@)-* (p = 1, 2,...). (4.3) 
This gives a sequence {f,} in 0(-p, -a) which belongs to %(H,,) and tends 
tof as p tends to a. By standard arguments, I?,($) f,(4) is in f?*; hence B, f, 
is in 0(-/I, -a). Starting from A(#) in the class a’ and g in 0(-/I, -a), a 
similar construction gives Am g4 in 8 (-/3, -a). 
If A # 0 and arg 1 is not in the interval 2a < arg A< 2P, then A&, 4) is 
the restriction of a bounded operator R,(A) on 0(--/I, -a). It follows that the 
integral 
I qmnp = s 1 do om g,td)A,M W9 ~)Bnt9)fp(Q))txe-im)s e-‘* dx (4.4) 
does not depend on 4 in the interval a < $ </I. If p, q, IKE, n tend to co, 
various factors in the integrand of Eq. (4.4) tend to norm limits uniformly in 
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4. Hence Iqmnp tends to a limit that does not depend on 4. From this it 
follows that AR,(A) Bf is in O(-/3, -a) whenever f is in 6(-p, -a) [ 18, 
Lemma 9.11. 
Now let {f,} (n = 1, 2,...) be any sequence in 0(-p, -a) tending to f: 
Suppose that AR,(A) Bfn tends to a limit h. Since ]lf(#)]l < ((f)), it follows 
that f,(4) tends to f(4) in th e norm on 52’. Similarly, A (4) R,,(A, 4) B(()f,(#) 
tends to h(d) in f!‘. Since A($) &(A, 4) B(4) is bounded, h(4) is equal to 
A (4) We 4) B(#)fW, h ence h is equal to AR,@) Bf: This means that 
AR,(A) B is a closed operator on 0(-p, -a). Since we saw above that it has 
domain 0(-j?, -a), it follows from the closed graph theorem that it is 
bounded. 
Because in the following we want to quote some specific formulas from 
the literature, variables ke’@ are more convenient o work with than xe-‘@. 
From now on, we therefore look at the space B(a,p), yet we continue to 
denote typical elements by f: Thus f now stands for an analytic function 
f (ke’*, w) and &,(A, 4) acts on this as multiplication by (k2e2’” -A)-‘. 
It is important for future reference that AR&)B belongs to a Banach 
algebra of linear operators T on G(a,P) having the property that the 
quantity 
III Tlll~ = yf: II Tf @Nlllf WI1 (4.5) 
is bounded, uniformly in 4 for a < # < p. This operator algebra is denoted by 
‘%(a, /I). If T is in ‘u(a, p), it is associated with a family of bounded operators 
T(d) on f!’ such that (Tf )@) = T($)f (4). N orms are related by I( ?(#)]I = 
III Tll16 and log II W>ll is a convex function of 4. The quantity 
Ill TIII = m=[ll T@>lL II WII I (4.6) 
is a norm for operators in %(a, /I). 
When showing that AR&)B is a bounded operator on @(a, p), we 
assumed arg A # 2/3 because R,(le2’4, /I) is not a bounded operator on g2. 
Now suppose we want to study A @) R,( [I + iO] e2ib, p) B(j?). If I> 0, v > p, 
then AR,(Ze2’@)B is bounded on @(a, /I). If w l/3, then A ($) R,(le2”, 0) B(() 
tends in the I! 2-norm to A (4) R,( [I + iO] e2@, 4) B(d) for each ( in a < 4 <p. 
This follows from Eq. (2.10). This is sufficient for AR,([) + iO] eziO)B to 
belong to the class ‘%(a, /I) on @(a, /I), owing to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {T,} (n = 1, 2,...) be a sequence in the algebra %(a, /3) 
of operators on %(a, /3). Suppose that 
,‘;y, II Tm(#) - T,(d)11 = 0 (4 = a9 PI. (4.7) 
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Then there exists an operator T in %(a, B) such that 
ta<:dPP), (4.8) 
If T,(a) and T,,(J) on p2 are compact for every n, then T is compact on 
@(a, Pi 
Proof: It follows from Eq. (4.7) that I(] T,, - T,,,lll tends to 0. Since 
%(a, /I) is closed, there is an operator T in 2I(a, /I) such that ]I] T,, - Till tends 
to 0. Norms in @(a, /I), ‘%(a, /3), and 2’ satisfy the inequalities 
W) G III TIIL 
This proves Eq. (4.8). 
II WII G III T/II- (4.9) 
If T,(a) and T,(b) are compact on g2, then so are T(a) and T@). To show 
that T is compact, we choose a bounded sequence {f,} (n = 1,2,...) in 
@(a, B). This is associated with bounded sequences {f,(o)) in 2’ for each 4 
in [a,P]. By Eq. (4.2), norms are related according to 
43) = WWII’ + IISdoIl*)“*~ (4.10) 
Since T(a) and T(B) are compact, we can pick a sequence {nj) (j = 1,2,...) 
such that {T(a)fnj(a)} and { Tv)f”j@)} are Cauchy sequences. By 
Eq* (4*10), {V&l is a Cauchy sequence. Hence T is compact. i 
If T is in ‘%(a, /I) and f in @(a, /3), then 
lim II Wf (4) - W4f Wll = 0. o-tn (4.11) 
Since I] T(d)11 is bounded uniformly in $ and I] f(4) - f(a)11 tends to 0, it 
follows that 
Fya II PW - T(a)lf WI = 0. (4.12) 
Now take any g in P2. Given E > 0, one can find f in @(a, /I) such that 
]] g - f (a)11 < E. With Eq. (4.12), it follows that T($) tends to T(a) strongly 
in the norm on 2’. If T is compact, there is a stronger result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let T belong to the algebra ‘%(a, /?) on b(a, p) and suppose 
T(a) and T(p) are compact on g2. Then each T(4) is compact, T is compact, 
and the operators T($) are continuous in Q in the X!*-norm. In particular 
tya II T(O) - W)lI = 0. (4.13) 
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ProujI That T is compact follows from the proof of Lemma 4.1. To 
prove Eq. (4,13), we use the fact that f&e’@, w) belongs to 0(a, j?) if and 
only if its Mellin transform is of the form 
f(u, co, qi) s (271) - “’ jam f(keim, w)(keio)5’2 kiu- “* dk 
= emu-i@‘2f(u, 0) (4.14) 
with some function f(u, CD) satisfying 
s I do to (e2au + e26u) f(u, co)1 * du < 00 (4.15) -Cc 
[ 15, Section 2; 16, Section 2.2; 18, Section 91. The Mellin transform maps 
0(a,P) unitarily onto a space B(a,/?) with inner product 
(f, g) = ,( dwjym (e2au + eZoU) f(u, co) g(u, o) du. (4.16) 
For every fixed 4, recall that f(ke’@, o) belongs to the space 2 * of functions 
f(k, w) defined on 0 < k < co. Under the Mellin transform, this goes into the 
space 2’ of functions f(u, w) defined on -co < u < co. In the Mellin 
representation, T(d) acts as the closure in B* of the operator 
T(4) = e (@-dUT(a) e’“-@‘U. (4.17) 
Now consider the operator P,,, defined by 
Phm7 03 9) = @, 0, $q if u*(N 
‘= 0 if u*>N. 
(4.18) 
This belongs to the class U(a, j3). As N tends to co, PN(#) tends to 1 strongly 
on O*, as does PN on @(a, /3). Given E > 0, there exist operators T’(a) and 
T’(P) of finite rank such that 
II T’(d) - Wll < E (d = a9 8). (4.19) 
Because of the strong continuity of P,(4), N can be made so large that 
llP,v@> T’@)P,dd) - T’WII < E (4 = a, PI. (4.20) 
Since I] P,,&)l1 = 1 for each ZV, it follows that 
llPiv(#) WPd4> - T(Oll < 3s (4.21) 
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Since PN and T belong to %(a, p) and %(a, p) is a Banach algebra, PN TP, 
belongs to %(a,@). By Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9), inequality (4.21) holds for 
a<O<P. 
Given N and E, we choose 4 so close to a that 
] 1 - exp[*($ - a) N”‘]] < min(l, e/l] T(a)]]). (4.22) 
Now observe that PN(4) does not depend on #. On each g(u, o) in Q*, it acts 
as 
PA@) gtu, 0) = Id% w> if u2<N 
=o if u*>N. 
(4.23) 
Thus in the Mellin representation 
IIPNW T(4) PNW - P,(a) W-4 Wail 
= IRda)k t”-u)uT(a) eta-@)” - T(a)] P,(a)]] 
Q 11 PN(a)(e(m-a)u - 1) T(a)(e’“-“‘” - 1) PJa)]] 
+ I( PN(a)(e(m-a)u - 1) T(a) PN(a)ll 
+ IIPN(a) T(a)(e’*-@” - 1) PN(a)]I < 3~. (4.24) 
Since Eq. (4.21) is true throughout [a$], it follows that 
II W> - TWII < 9~. (4.25) 
Hence Eq. (4.13) is satisfied. This result implies that the operators T@) are 
norm continuous in 4, In fact, if a < w < fi, then f in @(a,/?) belongs to both 
@(a, w) and O(w, /3), the set of all such f being dense in either space. This 
gives us a natural way of extending T to operators T on o(a, V) and 
B(ly,/3). The operators T($) on 2’ remain unchanged. If we now repeat the 
proof of Eq. (4.13), it follows that T(o) tends in norm to T(w) if 4 tends to w 
either from the left or from the right. 
It remains to show that T(d) is compact. By Eq. (4.21), it is sufficient if 
p&44 T(4) pi&9 is compact for every fixed N. If {g,} (n = 1, 2 ,...) is a 
bounded sequence in 4*, then PJ#) g, may be written as f,(9), next f, in 
@(a, p) can be defined so as to satisfy Eq. (4.14). By Eq. (4.23) 
Il.LWll G IMI ew[/v-~IN”*1~ (4.26) 
hence ((f,)) b is ounded uniformly in n. Since T is compact, there is subse- 
quence {f,} such that (PNTPNfnj} is a Cauchy sequence. From this it 
follows that {P,,,(4) T($)P,,,(#) gXj} is a Cauchy sequence. Hence 
P,,,(Q)) T(4) P,(4) is compact. I 
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If T is in %(a, /I), Eq. (4.17) allows us to define operators T($ + io) in the 
strip a < d Q /3, -co < o < 00. These are bounded holomorphic in the open 
strip, hence norm continuous in Q + io. If T(v) is compact for one w in 
(a, /I), then T(v + iu) is compact by Eq. (4.17). Due to the holomorphy, 
T(# + io) is compact whenever a < d < p. 
The difficulty is that holomorphy and compactness in the open strip do 
not guarantee the existence of boundary values. This is illustrated by the 
operator K( [I + iO] ezi4, d), which does not remain bounded when d tends to 
/I. If T is in %(a, /I), however, then T(# + io) has strong boundary values at 
Q = a and d = p. If these are compact, the proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that 
T(# + io) can be approximated by operators that are holomorphic in a wider 
strip. This gives norm continuity and compactness throughout a < Q </I. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let the operator T belong to the algebra 2l(a,/3) on @(a,/?). 
Let T(a) and T(/3) be compact. Consider the nullspaces W(1 - T) and 
W [ 1 - T(4)] (a < Q < p), Either all nullspaces are empty or none of them is 
empty. 
ProoJ It suffices to show that no nullspace is empty once it is known 
that one nullspace is not empty. Thus, suppose f exists in W(1 - 7). Then 
there are functions f(4) in f?* such that T(#)f(#) =f(#). Hence no 
VI [ 1 - T(4)] is empty. 
Now suppose I,V in [a, /3] exists such that W[ 1 - T(v)] is not empty. Since 
T(v) is compact by Lemma 4.2, h in X?’ exists such that T*(W) h = h. Now 
define 
g(u, o, 4) = e(m-cu)(u-(i/2))[e2(a-“)~ + e2(b-ti)u] -1 htu, o). (4.27) 
It is easy to see that g(u, CO, 4) satisfies Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). Hence it is 
the restriction to fixed d of g in @(a, /I). With the help of Eq. (4.14), we may 
rewrite Eq. (4.16) as 
(f, g) = j dw j_“, [e2(a-@)u + e2’D-@“U] f(u, o, w) &(u, w, w) du 
= 
I s 
do a, f(u, CO, w) h(u, CO) du. (4.28) 
-a, 
By the same token, 
((I-T)f,g)=jdc~j~ [l-T(@]f(u,o,&u,o)du. (4.29) 
-m 
Since h is in W[ 1 - T*(v)], the last expression vanishes. Hence g is in 
%(l - T*). Since T is compact by Lemma 4.1, W(1 - 7) is not empty. It 
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follows from the first part of the proof that R [ 1 - T(d)] is not empty for any 
4 in [a,B]. I 
LEMMA 4.4. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.3. Either the operators 
1 - T and 1 - T(4) (a < $ < /3) all have bounded inverses, or none of them 
does. Zf the inverses are bounded, then (1 - T) -’ belongs to the algebra 
%(a, /?) and is such that 
(1 -T)-’ (#)= [I -T(4)]-‘. (4.30) 
Proof The first assertion restates Lemma 4.3. In particular, if (1 - 7’) -’ 
is bounded, then so are [ 1 - T(a)] -’ and [ 1 - TV)] -‘. It now follows from 
[ 17, Theorem 6.41 that (1 - T)- ’ is in %(a,/?) and satisfies Eq. (4.30). ! 
LEMMA 4.5. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.3. Zf IR(1 - T) is empty, then 
[ 1 - T(4)] -I is norm continuous in $. 
ProoJ The data allow us to conclude that Eq. (4.30) applies. By 
Eq. (4.9), the norms ]] [ 1 - T(4)] -’ ]] are bounded uniformly in 4. Now 
[l- W-‘- 11 -WY)]-’ = ll- W-’ [T(O)-T(v)l[l- W-‘. 
(4.3 1) 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that this tends to 0 in norm as d tends to w. m 
LEMMA 4.6. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.3. Suppose %(l - T) is not 
empty. Then the nullspaces !R(l - T) and %[ 1 - T($)] have the same 
dimension and 9I [ 1 - T(4)] * ts s p anned by vectorsfj(4) (j = l,..., J) which are 
restrictions to fixed 4 of vectors fj spanning W( 1 - T). 
Proof: If T& = fj, then T(4)&($) = fi(#). Hence fi(#) is in R [ 1 - T(4)]. 
Denoting the dimension of the latter space by J(Q), we have J(o) >J. 
In the Mellin representation, the adjoint of T(d) on 2’ is the closure of 
[T(4)] * = e(O-@)u [T(a)] * e(@-a)u. 
This follows from Eq. (4.17). By Eqs. (4.14) and (4.16) 
(4.32) 
(Tf, g) = 1 dwl_“_ jj(u, w, a)[ 1 + e2(‘-@)‘] T(a) f(u, co, a) du. (4.33) 
Let T* be the adjoint of Ton @(a, p), By Eq. (4.33), this belongs to %(a, /I) 
and acts according to 
T*(qh)=e (‘+Yl + e 2(bdu] -1 [T(a)]* [ 1 + eZ’D-“‘U] ,+-@)ue (4.34) 
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Now choose any particular v/ in [a, p]. Given J(w), there are precisely J(v) 
independent vectors hJu, o) 0 = l,..., J(w)) in X!’ such that 
[T(V)] * hj*(uv u) = hjo(K w)* (4.35) 
Define 
gj(h u9 4) = e 
(C$t+h)(U-i/2)[ 1 + e2(4-~)U] -1 hjo(u, u)e (4.36) 
It is easy to verify that gj(u, CO, 4) satisfies Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). Hence it is 
the restriction to fixed ( of a vector gj in 0(a, /I). By Eqs. (4.32) and (4.34), 
T”(4) gj(U, ~9 4) = gj(U, ~3 4). (4.37) 
Hence T*gj = gj, so that J> J(v). It now follows that J= J(d) and that the 
vectors h(d) constructed above span W [ 1 - T(()]. I 
Starting from a vector h,(u, w) in the nullspace of 1 - [T(W)]*, 
Lemma 4.6 constructs a vector g in 9I [ 1 - T*]. Since T* takes 0(a, /3) into 
0(a,/3), it is obvious that g belongs to 0(a, /3). Given the properties of 
hj,(u, o), Eq. (4.32) suggests that hjm(u, w) defined by 
hjm(u, W) = e(p-@)(u-i’2)hj,(u, W) (4.38) 
belongs to the nullspace of 1 - [T(d)] *, but it is not clear whether hjo(u, o) 
actually is in Q2. Since [T(()] * is not the restriction to fixed ( of some 
operator on 0(a,P), the issue is not obviously related to T*. The following 
lemma is required for future reference. It gives information as regards the 
dilation-analytic properties of W[ 1 - M*(A, d)]. 
LEMMA 4.7. If the data are as in Lemma 4.6, there are vectors 
hj(keim, u) (j = l,..., J) in @(a, /3) such that 
[T(4)] * hj(ke”@, 0) = hj(kei”, w). (4.39) 
If the Mellin transform of hj(keim, co) is written as in Eq. (4.14), and 
hj,(u, w) is defined by 
hi&, co) = e-@utio’2hj(-u, o), (4.40) 
then hjr(u, w) belongs to II’, satisfying Eq. (4.35) if a < w </I. For fixed 4, 
the set {hjm(U, w)} (j= l,..., J) spans ‘%{ 1 - [T(()] *}. The sets {hjm(u, co)} 
with dtflerent values of 4 are related according to Eq. (4.38). 
Proof: If f (z, w) is analytic in the sector a < arg z < p, thenf(z, w) is a 
function of F which is analytic in -/..< arg .F< -a. Thus if C is the operator 
of taking complex conjugates, Cf = f, then C takes 0(a, /I) onto 0(-p, --a). 
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Now let f(ke’@, w) and g&e’@, w) be in %(a, p) and consider the case that 
(k, w) represents a vector in R6. Let r(4) be as in the data. The integral 
I= dw 
s I 
* g(ke’“, co) T(#)f(ke’“, w)(ke’m)5 eim dk (4.41) 
0 
does not depend on 0. Now 




Since this does not depend on # no matter how one chooses f and g in 
O(-$, -a), it follows from [ 18, Lemma 9.11 that [T(4)] * g(ke’@, CO) is in 
0(--p, -a). It is now easy to show that [T(4)] * is the restriction to fixed 4 
of an operator A in the algebra ?I(-/3, -a) on O(-/3, -a). Since [T(a)] * and 
[TWI * are compact, so is A, by Lemma 4.2. Owing to Lemma 4.6, 
%( 1 -A) is J-dimensional and is spanned by vectors in @(+I, -a) whose 
restrictions to fixed 0 span %( 1 - [T(#)] *}. The basis for W( 1 -A) can be 
written as {ij} (j = l,..., J), where each Aj belongs to G(a,/?). This yields 
Eq. (4.39). There only remains the technical point of evaluating and 
comparing Mellin transforms. The steps are as follows. By Eq. (4.14) 
(2n)-l12j”m Jj(keib, w)(ke-i*)5/2 kiu-‘/* dk= eprutiQ’2f;j(-u, w). (4.43) 
0 
Thus in the Mellin representation Eq. (4.39) takes the form 
[W)l* e -mu +W2i;j(-u, w> = e- @U + i@/*~j(-U, o)a (4.44) 
With Eq. (4.40), this is the same as Eq. (4.35). That either side belongs to 2’ 
follows from the fact that hj(u, CD) satisfies Eq. (4.15). This justifies 
Eq. (4.38). That %{ 1 - [T(9)] *} is being spanned follows from 
!B{ 1 - [T(4)]*} being spanned by the set {hj(ke’@, o)} (j = l,..., J) and the 
Mellin transform being unitary. I 
Once we have identified a strip /i(E, 0, )) as in Lemma 2.9, there is 
actually an interval [a, /3] such that, for each 4 in [a, p], the operator M(A, $) 
is compact when I is in A(& O,#). Now consider a small region r in 
;iiE, 0, /3) in which 2/3 Q arg A < z. If a is close to p, then r is in the strip 
;r(E, 0, $) whenever 4 is in [a, p]. This introduces the problem of an operator 
7’(A) on @(a, /I) that depends on a complex variable 1 in some region r. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let T(A) belong to the algebra (U(a, p) on @(a, /?) for every 
A in some bounded closed region r of the complex A-plane. Suppose that 
T(& a) and T(A, j?) are compact and norm continuous in 3, for every A in r. 
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Then T(A, 4) is norm continuous in A, 4, uniformly in the product of r and 
a<d\<P. 
ProoJ: Given A in r and E > 0, one can find 6, > 0 such that 
II T(k 4) - TCU, r+VII <E (4 = a, PI (4.45) 
if (A -p] ( 6,) +u in r. By the convexity of log ]] T(#)l/, inequality (4.45) is 
satisfied throughout a < 0 G/3. Now choose 4 in [a,p]. Owing to 
Lemma 4.2, one can find 8, > 0 such that 
II T@, #I- T(k w>ll < E (4.46) 
if ] 4 - ~1 < 6,) w in [a$]. Hence, if 6 = min(d, , a,), then 
II W, $1 - To17 VII 
< II W, $I- W, w>ll + II T@, WI - To13 w)ll < 2~ (4.47) 
whenever ]L--,u]~ + ]# - w]* < d2, ,u in r, w in [a,/3]. This shows that 
T(,l, 4) is norm continuous in two variables at A, #. That the continuity is 
uniform follows from a standard argument. 1 
LEMMA 4.9. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.8 and suppose that 
N[ 1 - T(A)] is empty for every A in r Then [ 1 - T(A, $)] -’ is bounded and 
norm continuous in A,#, uniformly in the product of T and a < 4 </I. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.3, [ 1 - T(& a)]-’ exists for every 1 in r. Now 
choose any one A and denote ]] [1 - T@, a)] - ’ )I by N(A, a), By the norm 
continuity in 1, one can find 6(A) > 0 such that 
II T(4 a) - T@, all < WV, a) (4.48) 
if ] A- ,U ]< s(A) and ,u is in r. For such p, [ 1 - T(,u, a)] - ’ can be written as 
[ 1 - T(A, a)]-’ pl us a perturbation series. It follows that 
NCu, a) = II [ 1 - Up, a)] -’ II < 2W, a). (4.49) 
We now imagine r covered by discs of radius 6(A) centered at A. By the 
Heine-Bore1 theorem, r is actually covered by a finite number of discs. Let 
their centers be at Izi (i = I,..., n). Then N@, a) does not exceed 
2 maxi N&, a) and is therefore bounded uniformly in A, and similarly for 
N(k PI- 
For every fixed A, [ 1 - T(A)] -’ belongs to ‘%(a, /I) and Eq. (4.30) applies. 
It follows from the convexity of log (I[ 1 - T(A)]-’ @)I[ that [ 1 - T(A, #)I-’ 
is bounded uniformly in A, $. Since T(A, () is norm continuous in 1, # by 
Lemma 4.8, the argument can now be completed as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.5. I 
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LEMMA 4.10. Let T(A) belong to the algebra ‘%(a, /3) on %(a, /I)fir every 
il in some bounded closed region I’ of the complex A-plane. Suppose that 
T@, a) and T@, /I) are strongly continuous in I at every Iz in r. Then T(A, $) 
is strongly continuous in 1,4, uniformly in the product of r and a < $ Q/I. 
ProoJ For every 2 in r, the quantity 1) T(k, a) g]] depends continuously 
on g in Z2; for every g in Q2, it is bounded as a function of A in r. By the 
uniform boundedness principle, N exists such that IIT@, a)11 < N for every 1 
in r. Clearly N may be chosen such that also I] T(J.,p)Ij < N. The convexity 
of log ]I T(A, #)I] as a function of 4 then implies that I( T(A, $)I1 < N for every A 
in r, a < $ < /I. 
Now choose A., 4, then E > 0 and g in !Z2. One can find f in %(a, p) such 
that 
IlfW - gll < &IN (4.50) 
By the strong continuity in 1, a number 6, > 0 exists such that 
II [T@, #I - T01, ~>lfWll < E t$ = a, B> (4.5 1) 
if I A - ,u ( < 6, and ,U is in K If Eq. (4.5 1) is satisfied for 4 = a, p, it holds for 
a G 4 G P since Ilf(4Il is convex whenever f is in @(a, p). 
Since T(A) belongs to (U(a, p), the operator T(A, $) is strongly continuous 
in $ for every fixed 1. Hence, once 1, # are known, 6, > 0 exists such that 
II [T@, $I- W, w)lf(9)ll < 6 (4.52) 
if I@ - w( < 6, and w is in [a, p]. Sincef(#) is norm continuous in 4, one can 
find 6, > 0 such that 
IlfW - f(w)11 <&IN (4.53) 
if (4 - ~1 ( 6, and w is in [a$]. Now define 6 = min(6,, S,, 6,). Then 
II W.3 4) f(Q) - To19 WI f(w)ll 
G II IT& #I- T(k v)lfWll + II W w)LW - f(v>lll 
+ II W, w) - To13 vl>l f(wIl < 3~ (4.54) 
if \IE --pi2 + ]d - ~1’ < 6’, ~1 is in r, and w is in [a,/?]. Hence 
II [TV, 4) - To1, w)l gll 
Q II Wv W(4) - To13 w) f(w)ll + II Wv #)[.fW - glll 
+ II To19 w)[f(w) - ./-WI11 + II UP, w)[f($) - glll < 6~. (4.55) 
This shows that T(A, $) is strongly continuous in 1, 4 at the chosen point 
I, (6. That the continuity is uniform follows from a standard argument. 1 
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5. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE RESOLVENT 
This section uses dilation analyticity to study the operator 
A,(#) R (4 4) B,(4) as a function of 2, $ when a < 4 < p and 1 is in a region r 
that belongs to the strips z(& 0, () of Lemma 2.9 for every $ in [a, /I]. It is 
assumed throughout that 0 < a < p < 7r/2. To be specific, we let r be in the 
upper half-plane and to the left of the half-line Y(0, /3). Regions r to the right 
of Y(0, a) can be treated along similar lines, as can the lower half-plane. Any 
1 that is not a two-body eigenvalue can be embedded in a region r as meant 
above. This will become clear when the construction of strips is reviewed in 
Section 6. Of particular interest is the case that r contains points on the left 
side of Y(O,/3). These would be on the boundary of r. This case is used to 
find A#) Z?@, /?) B#) at a spurious pole 1, = (I + i0) ezi5. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 2.9 are satisfied for 
every $ in some interval [a, ,l?]. For every 4, define the region x(E, 0, 0) as in 
Lemma 2.9. Let r be a bounded region in the I-plane such that 2/3< 
arg 1< YZ for every A in r. Suppose r belongs to A-(E, 0, 4) whenever 4 is in 
[a, p]. Then for every 1 in r, the relation 
[AjRk(J) Bil(O g = A,(P) Rk(A, 9) BidI g 
(gE22; k=O, 1,2,3; i, j= 1,2,3) (5.1) 
defines an operator AjRk(lZ) Bi in the algebra (U(a, p) on @(a, p). 
ProoJ: First suppose that 
1 E r, A # 0, 2p < arg 1. (5.2) 
Then R,#, 4) relates to a bounded operator R&) on @(a, p). This is well 
known from previous work. For example, it follows from [ 17, Theorem 6.131 
with [ 18, Lemma 9. I]. With the help of an integral as in Eq. (4.4), one can 
show that Eq. (5.1) yields the restriction to fixed 4 of a bounded operator on 
@(a, /O Since IIPjRdA) 4Wll is bounded if 4 = a and ( =/3, it follows 
from [ 15, Theorem 4.121 that AjRk(~) B, is in %(a, P). This is true if 2 
satisfies Eq. (5.2). Now suppose A,, is in r and 1, = 0 or argil, = 2/?. By 
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.8, [A,R&) Bi](#) tends to a norm limit if 1 
tends to &. By Lemma 4.1, AiRk@) B, has a limit in %(a,p). Due to 
Eq. (4.8), the limit must satisfy Eq. (5.1) with L, instead of L. This shows 
that for every 1 in r there is an operator AjRk@) Bi with the required 
properties. 1 
In Section 3 we worked with functions f (x, o) in 9*(1R6), then found it 
useful to introduce the space @ e’(R”) consisting of vectors f(x, w) having 
components f/(x, o) (j= 1, 2, 3) in ~2(lR6). In the same fashion, we now 
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consider the space @ 0(a, /I) whose vectors f(ke’@, W) have components 
fi(ke’*, w) in 0(a, /3). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied. Let h4(& 0) be 
the operator on @ e’(lR”) considered in Lemma 3.6 and following lemmas, 
and let Q(A, $) be as in Eqs. (2.28) and (3.1). For every A in Z, the 
operatorM(1, $) is the restriction to fixed o of a compact operator M(A) in 
the algebra @ ‘%(a,/?) on @ B(a,/?). The operators Aj($) Q(& o)Bi(4) are 
restrictions to fixed $ of operators AjQ@) B, in %(a, b). 
Proof This follows from Lemma 5.1 with Lemmas 2.9 and 4.2. I 
LEMMA 5.3. Let the data be as in Lemma 5.2. For anyfixed I in Z, the 
nullspace 8 [ 1 - M(I, #)] is either empty for every Q in [a, /?I or for no 4 in 
[a,/3]. In the latter case, the dimension, regarded as a function of 4, is 
constant in [a,/?]. The spaces W[ 1 -M(A, #)] and !R[l - M*(;l, #)] are 
spanned by vectors u,(4) and w,(4) (r = I,..., S) which ar restrictions to fixed 
o of vectors u, and w, in @ 0(a, j?) and @ 0(-b, -a), respectively. 
Let K(A, 0) be the kernel of the resolvent equation (2.30) and suppose that 
A# 0. In the half-open interval a <o <b, the vectors u,(o) and w,(o) 
correspond to vectors a,(#) and b,(o) in !R[ 1 - K(A, o)] and YI [ 1 - K*(A, o)] 
in the l-l fashion described in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Zf a < $ < /?’ < /?, the 
vectors a,(#) and b,(4) are restrictions to fixed o of vectors a, and b, in 
0(a,fi’) and 0(-/I’, -a), respectively. Any a,(o) or b,.(o) is spurious for one 
o if and only if it is spurious for every 4 in [a, /?‘I. 
For any r~ > 0, let Z’ be the intersection of Z and the region (A 12 r~ > 0. In 
Z’, there is at most a finite number of points at which % [ 1 - M(A, $) ] is not 
empty. 
Proof Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6 say that the dimension of W [ 1 - M(A, #)] 
does not depend on d and relates the vectors u,(d) to u, in @ 0(a, /I). It 
follows from Lemma 4.7 that w,(d) is related to @, in @ 0(a, /I), hence to 
w, in @ 0(-/I, -a). 
In the preceding paragraph A = 0 was allowed. Relating M&d) to K(A, o), 
we now assume that A # 0. Since Z/3 < arg A< 71 if A is in r, any 1 f 0 in r 
may be on the half-line Y(0, j3) but not on half-lines Y(0, 0) with a Q 4 < /I. 
In the interval [a,/?), Section 3 applies, in particular Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. 
This makes u,(4) and w,(d) correspond to a,(@) and b,(o) provided 
a < 4 < /.I. By a reasoning similar to Lemma 5.2, K(A, 4) gives a compact 
operator K(A) on O(a, /I’). By the reasoning applied above to M(A), the 
vectors a,($) and b,($) g ive a, in 0(a, /3’) and b, in 0(-/I’, -a). Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.5 give equations that decide whether a,(#) and b,(4) are spurious or 
not. These equations now become relations between analytic functions. They 
are satisfied for one $ if and only if they are satisfied for every 4. 
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It remains to examine the set of points 1 in r’ at which 9I[ 1 - M(1, $)I is 
not empty. At these points, ‘8 [ 1 - K(1, a)] is not empty. Since I” belongs to 
the open strip A (E, 0, a), it follows from the analytic Fredholm theorem [ 12, 
Theorem VI.141 that the points 1 being considered are isolated. Under our 
assumptions on the interaction, these points can actually be found as the 
zeros of a Fredholm denominator which in the region r’ is analytic in A. I 
Lemma 5.3 allows arg 1= 28. If W [ 1 -M(k)] is not empty at such a point 
I, then u,(J) and w,(B) must be in @JZ2(R6), but there need not be vectors 
a,@) and U.8 in l?‘(lR6). This is the reason for introducing /3’ in 
Lemma 5.3. If 2/? < arg J ,< n, then K(il) is in 2l(a, /3). If various nullspaces 
are not empty in such a case, a, is in @(a, /3), b, is in 0(-j?, -a), and the 
vectors in the various nullspaces correspond throughout [a,/?]. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied, and 
suppose that % [ 1 - M(l)] is empty for every L in some closed region T, in r. 
Then Eq. (3.1) yields an operator AjR(J) Bi which belongs to the algebra 
%(a, /I) for every d in r,, . The operator Aj(~) R@, 4) Bi($) is bounded, norm 
continuous in 1, and strongly continuous in A, 4, uniformly in the product of 
To and a<$,<p. 
Proof: Consider Eq. (3.1) for A,(#) R@, 4) B,(4). For fixed 4, the 
inhomogeneous term is bounded and norm continuous in I, uniformly in 1, 
by Lemma 2.9. The inhomogeneous term is related to AjQ@) Bi in 2l(a,/?) 
by Lemma 5.2. That its norm continuity in J is uniform in 4 is due to 
log (1 Z@)]] being convex if T is in %(a, p). Uniform strong continuity in A, d 
follows from Lemma 4.10. The operator [ 1 -M(J)] -’ belongs to %(a,/3) 
owing to Lemma 4.4. Hence there is an operator A,R@) Bi in %(a, p). Its 
restriction to fixed 4 is the same as the operator Aj@) R@, 4) B,(4) obtained 
from Eq. (3.1) with the help of [ 1 - M(J, d)] -‘. This follows from 
Eq. (4.30). Lemma 4.9 gives continuity properties of [ 1 - M(I1, $)] -* that 
are sufficient to complete the proof. I 
-When it comes to practical applications in Section 6, an assumption will 
be made that makes %[I - M(0, d)] empty for every 4 we may want to 
consider. Finding Aj@) R(0, 4) Bi@) will therefore be no problem. Suppose, 
however, that R [ 1 - M(1)] is not empty at some A # 0 in r and consider the 
equations 
Aj@)R(J, 4)Bi(@)f=AJb) Q(A, OBi@>f+CMjh(J, d)A/t(OR(~, #)Bi(#)f 
h 
(i, j= 1, 2, 3). (5.3) 
The question arises under what conditions on f in X?’ these have solutions in 
f?*. If A satisfies Eq. (5.2), then it is in the region A(E, 0, 4) for every ( in 
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[a, /I], hence the question is answered by Lemma 3.9. If L # 0, arg 1= 2p, 
then Lemma 3.9 gives the answer for 4 in a < 4 < /I. Thus the case that 
remains is I # 0, arg 1 = 28, d = /3. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied. Suppose that 
A is in r, J. = (I + i0) ezi4 with I> 0, and that !R[ 1 - M(A)] is not empty. Let 
f be in 2’. Consider Eqs. (5.3) in case 4 =/3. In order that there be solutions 
in g2, it is necessary and suflcient that 
(x A#> Q(4 PI BiGo)f, Wnj Go)) = 0 (5.4) 
j 
for every w,(B) in %[ 1 - M*(l, /3)] having the property that, if a < 4 < p, the 
vector s Aj* (4) wnj(#) is a non-spurious vector b,(4) in %[ 1 - K*@, 4)]. 
Proof: It is necessary and sufIicient that Eq. (5.4) be true for every w,@) 
in %[ 1 -M*@, /I)]. By Lemma 5.3, the w&I) are related to w,(d) with 
4 < /I. By Lemma 3.7, we need to look at b,(4) = EAT(#) ~~~(4). If this is a 
spurious vector b,(4), then 
CBPV>Q*(~,g>A,*(0)W,(~)=O (aG$<B> (5.5) 
by Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 5.2 and the proof of Lemma 4.7, the left side of 
equation (5.5) is the restriction to fixed $ of a vector in 0(-b, -a). If it 
vanishes for a < 0 < /3, it does so if d =/I. Hence Eq. (5.4) is satisfied for 
every f in Z2. The necessary and sufficient condition that remains refers to 
non-spurious w, only, as stated in the lemma. # 
Suppose 1, is in r, A, = (I + i0) e2i4 with I > 0. Suppose !R[[H($) - A,] is 
empty if a<# </I, but ‘#[l--M(&)] is not. Then all vectors w, must be 
spurious vectors w,. If # = p, the resolvent equation (5.3) has a solution by 
Lemma 5.5, but this is not unique. If CI < 4 </I, there is a solution by 
Lemma 3.9. This is not unique, but Aj(#) R(A, 4) B,(4) can be found uniquely 
with the help of Lemmas 3.10 through 3.16. We now generalize these 
lemmas to the case 4 =/.I, then investigate the continuity properties of the 
solution in the neighborhood of A= A,, 4 = p. 
The whole of Section 3 refers to one particular #, which is not shown in 
the notation. The point L, is assumed to be in the open region A(E, 0, #), 
which is a strip cut along the half-line Y(O,#). We are now interested in 
arg I, = 2fi. Thus if we choose any one 4 in [a, /I), then Section 3 applies to 
that particular 4. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satiSfied. Suppose that 
A0 is in r, A, = (1+ i0) e2iD with I> 0. Suppose that Yl[H(#) - A,] is empty if 
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a < ( < /?, but that %[ 1 - M(&)] is not. Given E > 0, Lemmas 3.10 through 
3.16 can be modified to show that an operator Aj@) R (A,, /?) B,@) and S > 0 
exist such that 
IIA/Ca)RtJ~P)BiGa) -AjCa)Rt&,l9Bi@)II < E (5.6) 
if1isinIandII-&]<6. 
Proof Although 1, does not belong to /i (E, 0, /I), Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12 
may be used even if $ = p. In Lemma 3.13, it is assumed that 1, is in the 
resolvent set of H($), and reference is made to vectors b,($) in 
!R[l -K*(&,#)]. We h ave to skip this lemma. If 4 = p, the proof of 
Lemma 3.14 cannot be used either. 
Notice that Lemma 3.14 is phrased in terms of an orthonormal set {u,(4)} 
(o = l,..., S). This was constructed earlier to replace the set {u,(4)} 
(s = I,..., S) of vectors in R [ 1 -M@,, ()I. By Lemma 5.3, the vectors u,(d) 
can be chosen so as to be restrictions to fixed 4 of vectors U, in @ @(a, p). 
We now choose w in [a, p), then find linear combinations z.& of the vectors U, 
such that the set {u;(v)) is orthonormal in @ f!‘(iR6). Notice that the set 
{u;(Q)} will not be orthonormal if 4 # w. On the other hand, let vh be 
11 -~otAJ1 u;* Since M&J belongs to @ 2I(a, p) by Lemma 5.1, VA 
belongs to @ %(a,@. The set {v:(w)} is independent by Lemma 3.14. From 
this it follows that the set {vi} is independent, hence so is the set {vL(/3)}. We 
now find a set {a,} such that {u,(p)} is orthonormal. This yields independent 
vectors v&3). Corollary 3.15 can be used to show that independent vectors 
~~(2, /I) exist if L is in r sufficiently close to 1,. Now R(1, p) is bounded if 
arg A > 2p. The second equation (3.37) is then straightforward. Since the left 
side is a linear combination of vectors y&,/I), so is the right side. Solving 
for Z@, P) A Go> Rt& /4 BP) s h ows that there is norm continuity in A. If A 
tends to A,,, a limit is attained that we use to define U(p) A@) R&,/3) B(b). 
This quantity then satisfies Eq. (3.37). In a similar way Z(A, @A@) 
R&p) B(/3) is defined if arg A= 2p but L # 1,. In combination with the 
results for [l - UQ?)]A@)R(&,P)B@) and [l -z(&P)]A(./3)R(&/3)BCa) 
based on Lemma 3.12, this gives Eq. (5.6). a 
THEOREM 5.7. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied. Suppose 
that L, # 0 in I is such that 8 [H(4) - A,] is empty if a < $ < p, but that 
W [ 1 - A4(&)] is not. For any 6 > 0, let A be the intersection of I and the 
region ]I - A,,) < 6. If 6 is suflciently small and I is in A, there is an 
operator AJR(d) Bi in the algebra %(a,@) on B(a, p). If I is in A and 
a<d<P, the operators A,(#) R(;1,$) B,(4) (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are norm 
continuous in L and strongly continuous in &4. The operators 
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are norm continuous in 1, (. All continuity properties are uniform in 1,# if 
a < $ < fl and 1 is restricted to any closed region A, in A. 
Proof: Since A,, # 0 by assumption, points d at which R [ 1 - M(n)] is not 
empty do not accumulate at & by Lemma 5.3. Thus 6 may be chosen so 
small that R[l -M(A)] is empty if L # 1, and 1 is in A. By Theorem 5.4, 
A,R@) Bi exists and belongs to ‘%(a, p) if d # A,, is in A. Now choose a 
sequence (A,,) (n = 1, 2,...) in A which tends to A,,. First assume that A, = 
(I+ i0) ezi4 with I > 0. Owing to Eq. (5.6) and the corresponding relation 
with # = a, Lemma 4.1 may be used to show that AjR(l,) Bi tends to a limit 
T in %(a, 8). If arg 1 > 2p, the same result follows directly from Eq. (3.38) 
with 4 = a and 4 = j?. In any case, Eqs. (3.38), (4.8), and (5.6) make T(4) 
equal to Aj(#)R(& 7 4) BM f or every 0. This delines the operator A,R&,) B, 
in %(a,&. We now have operators AjR@)Bi in %(a, p) for every 1 in A. 
At II = A,,, there is norm continuity in 1 for fixed $ by Eqs. (3.38) and 
(5.6). If II # A,, and 1 is in A, there is norm continuity in 1 by Theorem 5.4. 
Hence for fixed 4 there is norm continuity in A, uniformly in 1 throughout 
A,,. This is uniform in / because T being in %(a,P) makes log I] T(4)]] a 
convex function of $. Given the continuity in 1, there is strong continuity in 
J,d due to Lemma 4.10. Since 
[Aj($) R(k 9) Bd#>I * = ‘d-4) RCA*, -$)Aj(+) (5.8) 
and the right side of Eq. (5.8) is strongly continuous in A, 4, so is the left 
side. Since Mjh(~) belongs to 2l(a, p), while Mjh(& 4) is compact and norm 
continuous in 3, if 4 = a, /I, it follows from Lemma 4.8 that Mjh@, 4) is norm 
continuous in A, 4. That the operators (5.7) are norm continuous in 1, # can 
now be shown by a standard argument, which approximates Mj,,(l, 4) by 
operators of finite rank. I 
If we choose some fixed p, then A in the region ;r(E, 0, /3) such that 1# 0 
and 2/I < arg A ,< R, we can find an interval a < (b <p and a region r such 
that 1 is in r and the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied. If arg I > 2/?, so 
that A is in /1(E, 0, /3), Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 3.16 enable us to handle 
A,W R(k 8) B,UO in all cases in which W [H(J) - A] is empty. In particular, 
Lemma 3.16 takes care of the possibility that I is a spurious pole. It is 
known from Lemma 3.9 that this occurs if and only if %[H(,Q - A] is empty 
but R [ 1 - M@, j?)] is not. 
Now consider Z = (I + io) eziB with 1> 0. Theorem 5.4 finds 
A@) R(I1, /3) B,@) if !lI[ 1 - M@, /I)] is empty. If R[H(#) - A] is empty when 
a<4<B,but~[l-M(&8)] is not, we have a spurious pole J and we can 
use Theorem 5.7. It is not decisive in this case whether !R[[H@) -A] is 
empty. In fact, it may happen that W [H(4) - J.] contains a vector a($) which 
belongs to X?* if a < 4 < j? but does not have a boundary value a@) in f!*. 
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Then W [H(D) - A] might be empty, but L would be an actual singularity of 
A$@) B,, not merely a spurious one. 
If A# 0 with arg A > 2/3 and W [H(P) -A] is not empty, then there are 
vectors in W[ 1 - K(A, /I)] and ‘lB[ 1 - M(A, /I)] as in Corollary 3.8. Hence 
Lemma 5.3 can be used; this lemma starting from the assumption that 
YI[ 1 -M(A)] is not empty. We now show what can be deduced from the 
assumption that A = (I + i0) eZiS with I > 0 and %[H@) -A] is not empty. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied. Suppose that 
1 is in T and 1= (I + i0) e2tB with I > 0. Suppose W [HP) - A] is spanned by 
vectors cp (p = l,..., P) in X!*. Then the nullspaces of 1 - M( [I 5 iO] e2ip, 8) 
are not empty. Among the non-spurious vectors a,(@) in the sense of 
Lemma 5.3, there is a set {a,($)} (p = l,..., P) such that a,(#) tends in norm 
to cp as 4 tends to p. The vectors a,(#) are restrictions to fixed 4 of vectors 
a, in 6(a, p”), with some /3” > ,8. 
ProoJ Since H(j?) has the same domain as H,@), a vector c, is in the 
domain of H&I), hence in the domain of Aj@) by Lemma 2.3. This gives a 
vector u, = A@) cp in @ B2(R6). By Eqs. (2.32) and (3.4), 
F [aji -Mji([l + is] e*@, p)] At(b) cp 
=A,(J)[l -K([Z+ is] e*‘s,p)] cp 
= A,(P) Q( [l + ie] e*@, ,!I)[H(,b) - (I t is) e*@] c,, 
= -iee2i4A,(,fI) Q( [Z + ic] e*@, /J) cp. (5.9) 
We want to show that this tends to 0 as E tends to 0, so that u, belongs to 




The operator Aj(/3) Rh( [I + ie] e*@, p) Bh(/3) remains bounded as E tends to 0 
by Corollary 2.8. By Lemma 2.3, E ](A,(@ R,([l + is] e2io,@]] is of order 
dc. Hence so is the right side of Eq. (5.9). By the norm continuity of 
M&/I) as a function of 1, the left side of Eq. (5.9) tends to the j-component 
of [ 1 - M( [1 t io] e2i4, /3)] u,. Thus %n[ 1- M(A, /3)] is not empty. Notice 
that 1= 0 is allowed up to this point. Since I> 0 by the data, Lemma 5.3 
gives vectors up in @(a, /3) and ap in @(a, /I’). By Lemma 3.6, Upi = 
A,($) a,(#) if a < 4 < /I. Since up,(#) tends in norm to A,(j) cP as 4 tends to 
p, the function a,(#) tends to c,, pointwise for almost every x. We therefore 
define a,(b) = c,,. The problem is to relate a,@?) to a,(() with 4 < /I. 
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For any 6 > f , define the operator X,(9) on P2 by 
X,($)f = (1 + x2 eCzi@)‘J j (5.11) 
It is easy to verify that X,:‘(#) belongs to the class Q. Referring to Eqs. 
(2.29) and (2.31), we now write 
Lji = 2 XJr’R, V/,R,Bi. 
h#i 
(5.12) 
If a < d < /?, this gives 
F LjitA9 4) upi(d> =x Lji(l? $)Ai($) ap($) = C x~‘Ki(A~ 0) ‘p(4) 
I I 
= x,: ‘(0) qe (5.13) 
It can be shown as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that Lji(~, (6) and 
x,: w w9 0 I3 ive rise to compact operators on b(a,p), The left side of 
Eq. (5.13) therefore gives a function in @(a, p). It follows that XJ: ‘(4) a,($) 
tends in norm to a limit as 4 tends to /3. This limit is the boundary value of a 
function in @(a, 0). It is equal to X1:‘@) a#) for almost every x. Thus we 
may view XJ:‘($) a,(#) as th e restriction to fixed 4 of a vector in O(a, p). By 
the same token, 
w”(4) a,(#) = n”(n + xj2eeziQ)-’ u,(Q) (5.14) 
is the restriction to fixed $ of wrap in G(a,/3). If n tends to co, then 
~~(9) a,($) tends in norm to a,(#). This is true, in particular, if 0 = a and 
Q = p. Recall that a,@) is in 2’ because a,@) = cP. By Eq. (4. lo), w,u, 
tends to a limit in the norm on %(a, p). The limit must be equal to up 
because w,(4) a,(#) tends to a,(#) for almost every x. Hence up belongs to 
6 (a, PI. 
We now look at 1” = (I - i0) ezi4, This point can be embedded in a region 
Y” that belongs to the strips ;I(E, 0, 0) and is to the right of Y(0, 4) for every 
Q in some interval [p, /3”]. Since !R [H(P) - A”] is the same as W [H(d) - A ], 
the earlier part of the proof can be repeated to show that there are vectors ai 
in 0(&p”). By Eq. (4.14), c, determines both a,(@) and a;($). This means 
that a;(#) is the analytic continuation of a,(#), the two together giving a 
vector a,, in @(a, p”). Since a,(#) belongs to ZJ [H(g)] for every fixed 4, it 
now follows that (H- A) up is in %(a, p”). Since [H(4) - A] u,(Q) = 0 if 
4 = b, this expression vanishes for every Q in [a, /?“I. Hence u,,(4) is a non- 
spurious vector in the sense of Lemma 5.3. 1 
In the situation of Lemma 5.8, it is conceivable that the number of non- 
spurious vectors a,($) (a Q 4 < p) exceeds P. This happens if some a,($) do 
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not have limits a,#). The issue is the same as the uncertainty that prompted 
the introduction of /I’ in Lemma 5.3. Notice that Lemma 5.5 shows how 
a,(#) can be non-spurious even if %[[H@) - le2’4] is empty. 
6. THE RESOLVENT IN STRIPS 
If a # /3, the intersection of l(E, 0, a) and J(E, 0, p) is a bounded region. 
Hence the regions I’ of Section 5 are bounded. We now examine the 
resolvent equation (5.3) at all points I in a single strip z(E, O,$). The 
solution is written in the form A,(#) R( [I f is] ezi@, 4) B,(4) and studied as a 
functionoflfi&and~inaregion-ao(l(03,O~&~E,a~~~P.This 
gives sufficient conditions for the operator P(0, 4) H(d) e-*‘@ mentioned in 
Section 1 to generate a group and enables groups for different values of $ to 
be compared. 
LEMMA 6.1. If A,(() and B,(4) belong to the class Q’, then the operator 
AjW ROW f 4 e*% 9) W) is norm continuous in I, E, (, uniformly in any 
region --03 < I< co, 0 < E < E, -min(y, 742) < 4 < min(y, 7r/2). 
ProoJ By Eq. (2.8), it suffices to examine e-*‘@Aj(#) I&,(1 5 is, 0) B,(4). 
The lemma follows easily from Lemmas 2.1 and A. 1. 4 
It is sometimes convenient o use a slightly different version of the above 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. If A,(@) and B,(4) belong to the class a’, the operator 
Aj(O) Ro(ze2im9 4) Bd4) is norm continuous in z, 4, uniformly for 0 < 4 < 
min(y, 7r/2) and z in any strip l(E, 0,O) as described in Definition 2.5. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let the data be as in Lemma 6.1. Given 6 > 0, one canfind 
8 > 0 such that 
sup I m llAj(()Ro([l f i&l ezio, $)f &>O --co 
- Aj($‘) B,([l f ie] ezi@‘, #‘)f]]* dl < 6 Ilfll’ (6.1) 
whenever ] ( - (’ ] < 8 and -min(y, 742) Q #,$I < min(y, n/2). 
Pro& By Eq. (2.8), it suffices to examine 
SUP E,O i_“, I][e-““Aj(#) - e-*‘@‘Aj($‘)] Ro(l f is, O)f]]’ dl. (6.2) 
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For any closed operator A, an inequality due to Kato [lo] says that 
SUP I O” IIARoU f ih O)fII’ dl< 471 Ilfll’ ;;E ((AR& f ic, 0)A * 11. (6.3) &>O -a3 
Now take A to be e-*“A,(#) - e- 2’Q’A,((‘), then use inequality (2.9) to 
make an estimate of the right side of Eq. (6.3). If $’ tends to 4, the operator 
A tends to 0 in the BP- and gq-norms. This is due to Lemma A. 1. The limit 
is uniform in (b due to the Heine-Bore1 theorem. It is now easy to complete 
the proof. I 
We proceed to study the two-body problem in terms of variables z and 4. 
Two-particle operators act on f!*(R3) and have superscripts “(2).” 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 6.2 are satisfied. Define 
A4~*‘(zezim, 4) = -Ah($) R~2’(ze2im, 4) Bh(Q). (6.4) 
Write /I1 = min(y, 7r/2) and denote the interval 0 & 4 < j3, by J,. Suppose 
R [ 1 - Mi2’(0, 911 is empty for one particular 4 in J, . Then ‘3I [ 1 - Mi2’(0, d)] 
is empty for every 4 in J,. There exists a constant n > 0 such that 
’ is bounded uniformly in z, 4 if IzI < n with 0 < ;fg;~P~;;;9;rJ 
1’ 
Proof. If ( is in J, and I> 0, then Mi*‘(-it, 0) is compact and tends in 
norm to Mi*‘(O, 4) as 1 tends to 0. Hence Mj,*‘(O, 0) is compact. If 1 > 0, 
there is an operator Mf’(-il) in the algebra 2l(O,j3,). This can be shown as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.1. If 1 tends to 0, then Mi*‘(-it) tends to a limit 
M:*‘(O) in 9I(O, /3,) by Lemma 4.1. Owing to Eq. (4.8), ML*‘(O, 4) is precisely 
the restriction to fixed d of MC’(O). By the present data and Lemma 4.3, it 
follows that 1 - Mi*‘(O, 4) is invertible for every d in J,. The inverse is 
related to [l -M;*‘(o)]-’ in ‘%(0,/I,) by Eq. (4.30). Hence 
I] [ 1 - Ma’(O, #)] -’ ]I is bounded uniformly in $ on J,, due to properties of 
%(0,/I,) expressed by Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9). Denote the upper bound by l/m. 
Then I] 1 - Mi*‘(O, $)]I > m. By Lemma 6.2, Mi*‘(ze*‘“, 4) is norm continuous 
in z, uniformly in 4. Hence q > 0 exists such that 
IIM~‘(ze*‘@, 4) - W?P9 @I < 42 (O<O<Bl) (6.5) 
if 0 < arg z < 277 with ]z ] < II. For such values of z, it follows that 
I[[ 1 - Mi*‘(ze*‘*, #)] -’ )I does not exceed 2/m. I 
LEMMA 6.5. Let the conditions of Lemma 6.4 be satisfied. Let J, be an 
interval a2 < # < /3* which belongs to J, and is such that 0 < a2 < p2 < p, . If 
9 is in J, , then Hi*‘(#) does not have eigenvalues A = ze*‘@ with IzI < n, 
0 Q arg z < 27~. 
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Proof: Any eigenvalues in the disc ]z] < ?,r would violate Lemma 6.4. 
This follows from the two-particle versions of Lemmas 3.6 and 5.8. 1 
We now assume that Ah(#) and B,,(l) are in the class (t. By the two- 
particle version of Lemma 2.4, given 6 > 0 we can find L < 03, not 
depending on (, such that ]]M~‘(ze*‘“, 4)]] < 6 if Iz] > L, 0 < arg z < 27r, and 
ql is in Jr. Hence Hf’($) does not have eigenvalues outside some disc of 
radius L. As for the annulus r < IL/ <L, there may be eigenvalues on the 
real axis. These do not depend on /. There are no eigenvalues in the lower 
half-plane. Now take 1= le”* with 1 > 0. By [ 19, Section 41, Iz may be an 
eigenvalue of operators Hi*‘($) with ( > w, but it cannot be an eigenvalue of 
Hi*‘(() with 4 ( w. If it is an eigenvalue of Hi*‘(#) for any particular (, it is 
an eigenvalue of Hi*‘(#) whenever w < 4 ( p2. Eigenvalues in the sector 
0 < arg J < 2p2 can therefore be identified by looking at @,*‘($I,). By the 
analytic Fredholm theorem [ 12, Theorem VI. 141 there is a finite number at 
most. 
Let the eigenvalues in the sector 0 < arg 1 < 2/3, be denoted by 1, 
(j = l,..., n) and write arg lj = 2#j, where ~j < #k if j < k. Let J, be an 
interval a) ( 4 < /.I3 which belongs to J2 and is such that /I3 < dr, or ~j < a3 < 
P3 < @j+l for some j, or 4, < 01~. Clearly Hf’(() has no eigenvalues in the 
sector 2a, < arg II < 2p3. Recall that eigenvalues occur neither in the disc 
)I 1 < q nor in the lower half-plane. Now define 
pu, = qe2ia3, p, = p2@3. (6.6) 
At the points L =,u, and 1 =pu8 the boundary of the sector 2a, < arg 1 Q 2& 
intersects the boundary of the disc 111 < n. Choose an interval a < 4 <B 
such that a3 < a < p < &. Given [a, /?I, we can find E > 0 such that the 
strips /1(E, 0, a) and j(E, 0, /I) pass between ,u= and ,u~. If # now runs from 
a to ,f3, the strips z(E, 0, () sweep out a region of the J-plane inside the union 
of the sector 2a, < arg A < 2p3, the disc IA 1 < q, and the lower half-plane. 
For no value of ( in a < d </I does Hr’(#) have an eigenvalue in the union 
of the strips x(E, 0, 4) (a < # <B). F or any fixed d in [a,/3], it is known 
from [ 19, Lemma 4.51 that the operator [ 1 -Mf’(il, d)] -r is bounded and 
norm continuous in 1, uniformly in the strip A(,??, 0, 4). 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose that A,,(() and B,,(4) belong to the class (5 and 
that 9I[ 1 - Mf’(O, $)I is empty for some ( in the interval J, of Lemma 6.4. 
Consider an interval a < # </I with set of strips J(E, 0, 4) as constructed 
above. The operators [ 1 - h4y’(ze2’m, b)]-’ and Ah(() Br’(ze*“, 4) Bh($) 
are bounded and norm continuous in z, (, uniformly for z in z(E, 0,O) and 
a Q 4 <B. There is a constant a < co, not depending on 4, such that 
SUP I 
m l/A,,(#) Ri*‘([l f i&l e*‘@, $)f II* d1-c a Ilf II*. (6.7) 
O<&<E -a, 
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Given 6 > 0, one can find 8 > 0 such that 
(6-g) 
whenever 9, 4’ in [a, /I] satisfy (4 - 4’ I < 8. 
Proof. If z is in ;i(E, O,O), then zeZim is in x(.& 0, 4). By the 
construction of the strips ;r(E, 0, #), the operator 1 - M~*‘(ze*‘“, 4) is inver- 
tible. Owing to the two-particle version of Lemma 2.4, the inverse tends to 1 
as IzI tends to co, uniformly in (6. This was verified in [ 19, Lemma 4.11. 
Given 6 > 0, it follows that L exists such that 
]I[1 -M~*‘(ze*‘@,~)]-‘- II] < 6 (6.9 ) 
if ] z ] > L. In the region ] z ( < L, we can copy the proof of Lemma 4.9, using 
Heinz-Bore1 arguments and the norm continuity of Lemma 6.2. These show 
that [ 1 - M~2’(ze2im, d)]- ’ is bounded and uniformly norm continuous if 
]zI <L. In combination with Eq. (6.9), it follows that there is norm 
continuity in z, $ uniformly for z in /i(E, 0,O) and a < 4 < /3. 
It is already known from Lemma 6.2 that A,RL*‘B,, is bounded and 
uniformly norm continuous. Applying [ 1 - Mi”] -I shows that A,Ri2’B, is 
bounded and uniformly norm continuous as stated in the lemma. 
By Lemma 6.3, relations (6.7) and (6.8) are true if RF’ is replaced by 
Ra). In particular, Eq. (6.7) follows from Eq. (6.3). Now observe that 
A,R, = A,R, - A,,R,B,,A,R,, (6.10) 
where A,R, B, is bounded uniformly in z, Q by the first part of the lemma. 
This suffices to prove Eq. (6.7). To prove Eq. (6.8) we write 
= (A,R,BI, - AARAB;) A,,R, + (A;RhB;)(AhRO - A;R;). (6.11) 
By Ai and R; is meant A,,(#‘) and Rf’([l f i&l e2im’, 4’). and similarly for 
the other symbols. Thus A; and RI, depend on variables z = 1 f is and $‘, 
while A, and A, depend on z and 4. By the uniform norm continuity of 
A,R,B,, the first term on the right in Eq. (6.11) gives a contribution to 
Eq. (6.8) that tends to 0 as $’ tends to 4. The contribution due to the second 
term on the right in Eq. (6.11) also tends to 0. This is due to Lemma 6.3 and 
the fact that A ARABI, is uniformly bounded. The major difftculties in proving 
Eq. (6.8) have now been taken care of. The proof can easily be completed 
with the help of Eq. (6.10). 1 
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LEMMA 6.7. Consider a three-particle system and suppose that each of 
the three two-particle subsystems (h = 1, 2, 3) satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that the union of the strips x(E, 0,4)(a < 4 </I) does 
not contain eigenvalues of any Hy’(() (h = 1, 2, 3). Then the three-particle 
operators Aj(() Q(ze*‘“, () B,(#) and Mjh(ze2io, 4) of Eq. (5.3) are bounded 
and norm continuous in z, 4, uniformly for z in A(E, 0,O) and a ( 4 <b. 
Given 6 > 0, one can j?nd L < 00, not depending on 4, such that 
((Mjh(ze2’@, #)]]<Sif]z]>L withzin~(E,O,O)anda<$(b. 
Proof The boundedness and norm continuity follow from Lemma 6.6 by 
the arguments of Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.8. The last part of the lemma 
follows from the boundedness and Lemma 2.4. 1 
LEMMA 6.8. Let the data be as in Lemma 6.7 and suppose that 
W [ 1 - M(0, d)] is empty for one particular 4 in [a, p]. Then n > 0 exists such 
that [ 1 - M(ze2im, $)] -I is bounded uniformly in z, 4 tf ]z( < n with 0 < 
arg z ( 27~ and a < 4 < /3. For no 4 in a < ( < p does H(4) have any eigen- 
values L = ze2i@ with (z((n, O<argz<2rr. 
Proof This can be proved in the same way as Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5. 1 
Eventually, we want to identify regions z E l(E, 0, 0), a < 4 < ,f3, in which 
A j(4) R (ze2im9 4) Bi(O is norm continuous in z, 4. Such regions must be free 
of three-body eigenvalues, hence the interval [a,b] may have to be smaller 
than the two-body intervals [a,P] considered in Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8. In the 
neighborhood of a point z, 4 at which [ 1 - M(ze*‘@, #)I -’ is bounded, there 
should be no difficulties, but neighborhoods of spurious poles require special 
attention. The following remarks prepare for this problem. The discussion is 
based on Section 5. A typical (-interval for Section 5 is denoted by [a’,P’], 
the d-intervals for Lemmas 6.6-6.8 being denoted by [a, p]. 
We only look at the upper half-plane. Any spurious poles in the lower 
half-plane are left to the reader. It is sufficient o assume that v ( ] z 1 < L. In 
the left half of the strip J(E, 0, 0, we have 1= (I+ ie) e*‘* (0 Q E ( E). This 
half is therefore denoted by /i+(E, 0, #). The right half is J-(E, 0, 4). We 
only discuss x+(E, 0, 4) in detail. In the upper half-plane, the two halves are 
separated by the half-line Y(O,4) with sides Y+(O, 4). 
In Section 5, 2 is supposed to be in a region r which belongs to the strips 
x+(E, 0, $) for every d in some interval [a’, ,&I. Theorems 5.4 and 5.7 give 
continuity results in I, $-space under the assumption that J is in r, # in 
[a’,/?‘]. Now suppose that w belongs to the open interval (a,p) and 1 is in 
the open strip A + (E, 0, w). It is easy to see that A, $ has a neighborhood r, 
[a’, /?‘I to which Section 5 applies. This corresponds to a region in z, d-space 
in which continuity with respect to z, 4 is true if and only if there is 
continuity with respect o A, 4 in r, [a’, /I’]. 
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The first difficulty arises if w is in (a, 8) and rl is on Y+(O, w). In 
Section 5, we need to take j?’ = I+ Write ), = le”@. A possible choice for r 
would be the region with vertices L = (1 f 6) e2icir and (I f S) ezi(ru+5), 
assuming 6 and C to be sufficiently small. In z, #-space, this gives a three- 
dimensional region with vertices (1 f 6) and (1 f 6) esiC in the plane $ = w, 
vertices (I * S) e2i(@-a’) and (I f 6) e2i(titC-a’) in the plane $ = a’. The point 
z = 1, 4 = a’ is not in this region, although 1 is in x(E, 0, 0), a’ is in [a’, w], 
and I, a’ is in the neighborhood of 1, I+ Indeed, z = 1, # = a’ gives 1= leZia’. 
This point does not belong to r, nor can it in any way be made to belong to 
some r. The problem is that Ze2ia’ does not belong to x+(E, 0, w). This 
means that continuity in z, @-space does not follow from Theorems 5.4 and 
5.7. Similar remarks apply in case 1 is on the left boundary of l+(E, 0, v/). 
There is another difficulty if w = a and L is in 6+(E, 0, a). In this case, 
there does not seem to be any a’ < w available. But refer to the way a, p, and 
E were found. It is sufficient if the strips l(E, 0, 4) (a < $ Q/3) pass between 
successive two-body eigenvalues. If this condition is satisfied by some 
combination a, /?, E, it is also satisfied by a - 19, /3 + 0, E, provided 0 is 
small. This reduces the case w = a to w in (a - 8, /I + 6). 
The problem is now the following. Suppose the data of Lemma 6.8 are 
satisfied, this giving us a set of strips x+(E, 0,4) (a < 0 <p) and annulus 
q < ]z / <L. Pick z,,, w such that z0 is in z+(E, 0,O) and satisfies v < 
]zO] < L while v is in (a, j3). To z,,, w corresponds &, = zOezi@, w with A, in 
II +(E, 0, v). Even if I, is on Y+(O, w), there is an interval [a’, v/l with region 
r such that I is in r and r belongs to the strips J+(E, 0, 4) (a’ < 4 < w). 
Examine W [ 1 - M(&, w)]. If this is empty, then obviously 
!I[ 1 - M(z,e”@, v)] is empty. By the norm continuity of Lemma 6.7, 6 > 0 
exists such that W[ 1 - Zkf(ze*‘@, #)] is empty whenever z, 4 satisfies 
(6.12) 
Thus A,(Q)) R(ze*‘@, $) B,(4) is norm continuous in z, 4 at zO, ly. 
If W [ 1 - M(&, v/)] is not empty, we examine !R[H(a’) - A,,]. If the latter 
nullspace is not empty, A,, is a three-body eigenvalue and we have to stop. If 
%[H(a’) - A,,] is empty, 1, is a spurious pole. It is this case that requires 
further attention. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let the conditions of Lemma 6.8 be satisfied. Suppose z,, is 
in /1+(E, 0, 0), w is in [a, B], the nullspace W[ 1 - M(z,e”“, v)] is not empty, 
but zOezi* is a spurious pole. For any 6 > 0, denote the set of points z, $ that 
satisfy Eq. (6.12) by A. If 6 is suflciently small and z, # is in A, the 
operators A#) R(ze*‘*, 4) B,($) are norm continuous in z, 4. 
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ProojI First suppose that ly is in (a, p). Write z,,eZi@ =1,. Since & is a 
spurious pole, Lemma 3.10 determines the operator (1 - U) AR(&) of 
Eq. (3.18). In the present context, it is more appropriate to write (1 - U) 
A(y/)R(z,e”‘, w). The operators U, W, and M’ of Lemma 3.10 are to be 
evaluated at A,,, w only, so that they do not depend on the variables z, 4. 
There is an operator T(zeZi*, w) determined by Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22). Since 
M(ze”@, d) is norm continuous in z, $, the operator T(zezicu, w) has an 
extension i”(ze2i9, 4) h’ h w ic in norm continuous in 2, 4. If 6 is sufficiently 
small, it follows that there are norm continuous operators Z(ze”“, 4) tending 
to U as z, 4 tends to z,,, w. Since A($) Q(ze*j&, 4) Bi(~) is also norm 
continuous in z, 4, Eq. (3.27) generalizes in the sense of a limit with respect 
to z, 4, The vectors v, defined by Eq. (3.32) are independent as before. This 
statement follows from Lemmas 3.14 and 5.6. Notice that n, is completely 
determined by the situation at zO, w and is not affected by whether we choose 
,& d or z, 4 as independent variables. If 6 is sufficiently small, Corollary 3.15 
gives independent vectors yO(zezi@, 4) tending in norm to 0,. The argument 
can now be completed as in Lemma 3.16. 
The foregoing assumes that w is in (a, p). To cover the cases w = a and 
v/ = /?, it suflices to embed the strips li+ (E, 0, () (a < ( < p) in a set of strips 
z+ (E, 0, d) (a - 0 < ( < /3 + 19), as explained above. 4 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.8, we now let 4 run from a to p. For 
every (, we look for eigenvalues of H(d) in the strip /i+(E, 0, 4). Indirectly, 
this helps determine the values of d for which A,(#) R_(ze2i@, 4) B,(d) may be 
expected to be continuous in z throughout he strip /i + (E, 0, 4). 
Choosing some w in [a, p] and starting in the lower half-plane, we find 
M(& w), then vary J and travel to the upper half-plane-through z+(E, 0, w). 
Suppose 9I [ 1 - M(& w)] 
z = &ee2’@ 
is not empty at 1= J, in /i+(E, 0, w). Consider 
and z0 = J,,e- 2i*. By assump ‘o ti n, z0 is in /i + (E, 0,O). As d runs 
from a to B, the point z runs along a circular arc. Intersecting this with the 
boundary of z+ (E, 0,O) determines an interval J, with endpoints a,, p, such 
that z is in I1+(E, 0,O) if and only if d is in J,. It follows that & is in 
I+ (,!?, 0, () if and only if d is in J, . Notice that w is in J, and that J, shrinks 
to the single point a if w = a and & is. on Y, (0, a). 
If Pl and P, are any two points in li + (E, 0, $), then the line segment P, P, 
is in A + (E, 0,d). The origin 0 is in all strips, as is the point L = -E. The 
triangle with vertices at 0, Jo, and -E therefore belongs to J+(E, 0, 9) 
whenever 0 is in J,. This triangle can be used as a region r for Lemma 5.3. 
It follows that ‘$I [1 - M(&, #)I is not empty for any ( in J,. Notice that this 
was established by evaluating M(&, w) for just one w in J, . 
Now intersect he strips x+ (E, 0,d) with the annulus q < ) d ( < L. Denote 
the union of the intersections (a < 4 <p) by 2. We want to cover 2 by a 
finite number of open strips /i +(E, 0, di) (i = l,..., m). If di is restricted to the 
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interval [a, /3], it is not possible to cover either Y+(O, a) or the left boundary 
of (i+(E, 0,/3). This difficulty is easily solved, however, if we embed the 
strips in a set of strips a - 6’ < 4 Q /.I + 0, then allow $i < a and 4, > /I. By 
the analytic Fredholm theorem [ 12, Theorem VI. 141 there is at most a finite 
number of points Jr, (j = l,..., n(i)) in A + (E, 0, i) at which R [ 1 - M@, $J] 
is not empty. Hence the union of the strips II +(E, 0, 4) contains a finite 
number of pints at most that for some Q may be eigenvalues of H(#) 
belonging to II-+(& 0, 0). We are not interested at this time in eigenvalues of 
H(4) outside II + (E, 0, 0). 
We now return to the point I, at which ‘lR [1 - M(rZ,, w)] is not empty. 
This point belongs to some open strip li + (E, 0, #J. Hence there is a region r 
and an interval a’ < 4 <B’ with right endpoint /3’ > #i such that A, is in r 
and r is in the strips x+(E, 0, () (a’ <(<p’). By Lemma 5.3, either A,, is 
spurious or it is an eigenvalue of H(Q) whenever a’ < $ < /I’. In particular, 1, 
is spurious if and only if it is not an eigenvalue of H(@,). It may happen that 
I, is on Y+(O, w). Then /3’ = w, so that A,, need not be spurious if it is not an 
eigenvalue of H(W). 
There is an ambiguity if & is on Y+(O, a). In this case we call A, an eigen- 
value of H if there is a sequence ($,} (n = 1,2,...) which tends to a and has 
the property that 1, is an eigenvalue of H(#,). It will be understood that 4, 
may have to be in (a - 8, a). If 1 is on the left boundary of z+ (E, 0, j?), it 
would seem to require $, > p and H($,) to determine whether il, is an eigen- 
value. However, if a, @, E gives a set of strips that passes between successive 
two-body eigenvalues, then so does a, /I, E + 0, provided 8 is small. This 
observation makes I, an interior point of n + (E + 0, 0,p). Hence A0 is either 
spurious, or an eigenvalue of H(j3). 
DEFINITION 6.10. A point Iz, is called an eigenvalue of H in the set of 
strips -&% P, 4) (a < $ <P) ‘f 1 and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(1) The point I, belongs to the strip z(E, ,u, #) for some $ in [a, p]. 
(2) There is a sequence (4,) (n = 1,2,...), not necessarily in [a,p], 
such that lim,,, 4, = $ and 2, is an eigenvalue of H($,). 
Notice that this definition comprises eigenvalues in z+ (E, y, 4) as well as 
in x-(4 ,u, 4). If H(4) h as an eigenvalue A, on Y(0, $), Lemma 5.8 says that 
Iz,, shows up in either half-strip l+(E, 0, $). 
DEFINITION 6.11. The region 
Z(u) = {A, 4: 1 E XC& P, ~9, 4E [a9 PI 1 (6.13) 
is called a resolvent fan for H if the following conditions are satisfied. 
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In case p = 0: 
(1) The operator H does not have eigenvalues in the set of strips 
&T 0, $> (a < 4 < P). 
(2) None of the operators Hr’ (h = 1,2,3) has eigenvalues in the set 
of strips. 
(3) For some 4 in [a,P], the null spaces of 1 - M(0, $) and 
1 - Mi”(O, 4) (h = 1,2, 3) are empty. 
In case p f 0: 
(1) The operator H does not have eigenvalues in the set of strips. 
(2) The point ,U is an eigenvalue of one operator Hj2) at most. None of 
the operators Hi2’ (h = 1,2,3) has any other eigenvalues in the set of strips. 
(3) For some # in [cr, p], the nullspace of 1 - M(.u, 4) is empty. 
(4) None of the strips contains the point A= 0. 
The variable z is defined by 
1 = p + ze2’m, (6.14) 
the region %! by 
z= {z,(: zE;r(E,O,O), $E [a,/?]}. (6.15) 
The strips introduced in Lemma 6.7 give rise to resolvent fans for the 
three Hamiltonians Hh (h = 1, 2, 3). They contain at most a finite number of 
eigenvalues of H. These may be ordered as in the discussion following 
Lemma 6.5. Then new sets of strips may be found that pass between three- 
body eigenvalues, thereby giving resolvent fans for H. Evidently, these fans 
are also fans for H,, (h = 1, 2, 3). 
THEOREM 6.12. Let A,(#> and Bj($) (j = 1,2,3) belong to the class a 
and suppose that the region A(0) of Eq. (6.13) is a resolvent fan for H. Then 
A,(4) R(ze2’f W+(d) is bounded and norm continuous in z, $, uniformly 
throughout Z. There is a constant a < co, not depending on $ in [a, /?I, such 
that 
SUP 1 m IIAj(()R([l l i&l e”“, 4)fll’ dl< a Ilfll’ 
(j= 1,2,3). (6.16) 
O<&<E --oo 
Given 6 > 0, one can find 8 > 0 such that 
SUP I m IIAj(4) R([l f i&l e2j*, $)f O<&<E -m
- A,(#‘) R([I f k] e2”‘, #‘)fI12 dl < 6 IIfII” (6.17) 
whenever 4, 4’ in [a, /3] satisfy (4 - $’ 1 < 8. 
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ProoJ Since the strips in a resolvent fan are closed and only need to 
avoid a finite number of eigenvalues, there must be a gap between the union 
of the strips and the nearest eigenvalue. Thus the fan can be covered by a 
larger fan. In particular, the region A E x(,!?, 0, $), a - 6 Q #J ,</? + 8 is a 
resolvent fan if 8 > 0 is small, as is the region d E x(E f f3,0, $), a < 4 < /?. 
The geometry therefore allows us to repeat the search for eigenvalues of 
H(4). By assumption, there are no eigenvalues in l(O), but the search also 
shows that there are at most a finite number of spurious poles. In a resolvent 
fan, a spurious pole is represented by a line segment I = &,, a1 < $ < fir. The 
transformation from I, d in x(O) to z, $ in 2 takes the line segment into a 
helix segment. By Lemma 6.9, any point on the helix segment has a 
neighborhood in which AjRB, is bounded and norm continuous. At every 
point z, 4 in 2 not on a helix segment, the operator 1 - M(ze*‘@, 4) is inver- 
tible. Lemma 6.7 gives enough information to show that z, d has a 
neighborhood in which AjRBi is norm continuous. The argument goes as in 
the proof of Lemma 4.9. 
By Lemma 6.7, M tends to 0 as JzI tends to co, uniformly in 4. Hence 
[ 1 - M] -’ satisfies Eq. (6.9) if Jz] is sufficiently large. This means that 
L < co exists such that [ 1 - M] - ’ is uniformly bounded and norm 
continuous in z, Q if jz\ > L. We now cover the intersection of z and ]z j < L 
by a finite number of neighborhoods in each of which AjRBi is norm 
continuous. In the intersection of z and I z ) > L, the operator [ 1 - M] - ’ can 
be applied to AQB,. This suffices to show that AjRBi is bounded and norm 
continuous in z, 4, uniformly throughout 2. The integrability properties 
(6.16) and (6.17) follow from the equation 
AjR = AjR,- C AjRB,A,R,, 
h 
(6.18) 
as in the proof of Lemma 6.6. I 
THEOREM 6.13. Let the data be as in Theorem 6.12. Suppose 0 < E < E 
and a < # < /?. Define 
P(u, 4) = !L; (2ni)-’ IL [R@ + [I + ie] ezi@, 4) 
-L 
- R(,u + [l- ie] eziO, (6)] e*” dl, (6.19) 
G(t, ,u, $) = Fz (2xi)-’ jTw eei”[R(,u + [l + ie] e2i’, 0) 
- R(,u + [I - ie] ezim, #)] eZfm dl (-00 < t < a~). (6.20) 
The operator P(0, (s) does not depend on E. It is bounded and norm 
continuous in $. It is idempotent, projecting onto an invariant subspace of 
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H(4). The limit in Eq. (6.20) is a norm limit. The operators {G(t, 0, I$)) 
(-co < t < oo) form a group. They are bounded, norm continuous in Q, and 
have strong derivatives with respect o t. For any f in the domain of H(o) 
f G(t, 0, ()f = -iG(t, 0, )) H(4) e-“*f (6.21) 
There is a family of spectral projections {E(I, 0, ()} (-a, < I < a~) such that 
E(l, 0, 4) is norm continuous in 4 and tends strongly to P(0, )) as 1 tends to 
co. For fixed f, g in I?‘, the function (E(1, 0, #)f, g) is absolutely continuous 
and there is a constant c, not depending on #, such that its total variation 
over ---co < I< 00 does not exceed c (1 f I( (( g((. The operator G(t, 0, 4) has the 
spectral resolution 
G(t, 0, ))f = low e-“’ d[W, 0, $)f I. 
Iff is in the domain of H(4), 
(6.22) 
WA 4) W>f = Joa le2’md[E(k 0,Of I. (6.23) 
Proof: With the exception of the norm continuity in 4, all assertions that 
do not refer to the spectral family are true once Eq. (6.16) is satisfied. This 
follows from (201. 
To verify norm continuity in 4, we first replace R in Eqs. (6.19) and 
(6.20) by R,. This gives P,(O, 4) = 1 and ’ 
G,(t, 0, 4) = exp[-iH,@) ed2’@t]. (6.24) 
In the momentum representation, G,(t, 0, )) acts as multiplication by 
exp(-ik2t). Hence it does not depend on 4. Now examine the integral 
I(+) =/I”, eeilt (R,( [I f ie] e2im, @) 
X c BhWAhW R(ll f i&l e”‘, $)f; g) eZim dl. (6.25) 
h 
The difference I(#) - I(#‘) depends on terms like 
R,B,A,R - R;B;AiR’ = (R,B, - R;B;) A,R + R;BA(A,,R --AiRI), 
(6.26) 
the notation being the same as in Eq. (6.11). By the Schwarz inequality and 
Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17), given 6 > 0 one can find 6 > 0 such that 
P(4) -WI < 6 Ilf II II Al (6.27) 
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whenever 4, 0’ in [a, @] satisfy 1 Q - 4’ ] < 19. Norm continuity of P(0, 4) and 
G(t, 0, 4) can now be proved easily. 
For P(0, 4) H(ql) to be spectral, it suffices if Eq. (6.16) holds and 
A,($) RW’~, 4)B,()) is bounded uniformly in z in the strip.;i(E, 0,O). This 
was also shown in [20]. The operator E(L, 0, 4) is defined by taking ,u = 0 in 
E(L,p, #)f= s-F2 (27ri)-l jr [R(p + [I + ie] e2’@, 4) 
- R(,u + [I - k] e*‘@, #)]fe2’@ dl. (6.28) 
Norm continuity in 4 can therefore be verified as above. That the constant c 
need not depend on 4 is due to the constant a in Eq. (6.16) being 
independent of 4. All other spectral properties are discussed in detail 
in [20]. I 
7. STRIPS CENTERED AT TWO-PARTICLE EIGENVALUES 
If the two-particle Hamiltonian Z-Z:*‘(q)) has an eigenvalue A,,, the three- 
particle operators R,(A, 4) and R(A, 4) have singularities along the half-line 
Y&, 4). Since it is not true that ]IA,,(#) R(IZ, + [I f is] e2“+‘, #)f]l is square- 
integrable with respect o I, uniformly in E, Theorem 6.12 does not apply. It 
is the purpose of this section to describe the techniques that remedy the 
situation. 
It is assumed throughout hat I,, is real and is not an eigenvalue of Hj”(#) 
with j # h. It is further assumed that Ah is an isolated eigenvalue. This is true 
automatically if the conditions of Lemma 6.4 are satisfied. Since A,, is real, 
the pole of Rj,*‘(A, 4) at 1, is simple [ 16, Theorems 4.4 and 4.61. We denote 
the eigenprojection by Y(g). Since the pole is simple, the range of Y(4) is the 
same as the nullspace of Hi2’(#) - I,. It is spanned by eigenvectors w,(d) 
(n = l,...,N) in X?‘(lR’) that can be chosen in such a way that [ 16, 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.61 
1 I do co ny,,(xepio, co) tym(xe-im, o)(xe-im)2 e-‘@ dx = J,,,,,, (7.1) 0 
cc 
Y(#>f(xe-‘m, w) = f’ ty,,(xe-‘@, w) j dw’i yn(x’epim, w’) 
n=1 0 
x f(x’e-“, w’)(x’e-i@)2 e-‘” dx’. (7.2) 
The functions w,(+) are analytic and belong to O(-&, p2), where /I2 is as in 
Lemma 6.5. It would be in line with Eq. (6.19) to denote !P(+) by #‘(A,,, #). 
To simplify notation, we choose h = 3. Subscripts i, j take the values 1, 2 
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only, unless states otherwise. The variable z is defined by Eq. (6.14) with 
,D = 1,. The methods of S ec ion t 6 give a set of strips ;r(E, &, 0) (a < 4 <<p) 
that contain neither 1= 0, nor any eigenvalues I # 1, of any two-body 
Hamiltonian Hi”(#) (k = 1,2, 3). In these strips, the operators R,(il, 4) and 
Rj(& () are analytic. In particular, they have no singularities on Y&, 4). 
The first step is to find equations for A,R that do not call for A,R. To this 
end, we take Eq. (2.30), then replace V,R by V,R, - V,R,(V, + V,)R. This 
gives 
R=R,+R,+R,-2R,+(R,V,+R,V2)RoV3R3 
+R3V3R,,(V,+ V,)R +(R,V,R,V, tR2V,R,V,)R 
- (R, V, t R, VJ R, V,R,(V, t V,)R = Q t KR. (7.3) 
In the inhomogeneous term, it is helpful to replace R, V, R, by R, - R, . 
Q=R,-(R,V, tR,V,)R,. (7.4) 
Instead of Eq. (2.28) we have 
AjR=AjQ + C MjiAiR (j= 1,2), (7.5) 
i= 1.2 
where Mji follows from Eq. (7.3). The idea is to avoid A,R, but for A,R to 
find an analogue of Theorem 6.12. This is to give a projection P(&, 4) such 
that P(&, d)[H(#) - A,] e-2io is spectral and generates a group. 
We now review various contributions to AjQ and Mji, beginning with the 
easiest erms. First look at A,(O) R&i, + ze2im, 4) B,(4) when z, $ is in 2. By 
assumption, ;i(E, il,, () is separated from Y(0, 4) by a gap. Hence 
Lemma 6.2 implies that AjR,Bi is bounded and norm continuous in z, 4, 
uniformly in 2. Henceforth this property is simply referred to as norm 
continuous. If we solve the two-body problem for AjRj2’Bj, it is easy to see 
that this operator is norm continuous. This result carries over to AjRjBj by 
Eq. (2.26). From there it is easily shown that AjR,B, and AjR,Bi are norm 
continuous. Similarly, IIAjRofjl and ljAjRlfjl are square-integrable with 
respect o z and have a continuity property like Eq. (6.17). 
According to Lemma 2.3, A,R, and A,R, are bounded. By combining the 
proofs of Lemmas 2.3, 6.1, and 6.3, one can easily prove that A,R, and 
A,R, are norm continuous. 
Now consider Ri2’. If z, ( is in 2 and (z] > r > 0, the operator 
[ 1 - M!*‘@, @)I- ’ is norm continuous. This is due to the assumptions about 
;i(E, 2,) 4). It follows that A,Ri*‘B, and A,R y’ are norm continuous if 
Izl Z r. Also, IIA,R~‘!fll is square-integrable along half-lines that avoid the 
disc Iz ] < v. Since w,,(4) is in the domain of H,(d), the functions w,,(#) A3(#) 
and IJ,(() B3@) belong to @(a,, /I,). This makes A, YB, and A, !P norm 
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continuous in $. Dividing by A, - 1 shows that A, Ri2’YB3 and A, Ri*‘Y are 
norm continuous in z, 4, again if )z I> q. We may now conclude that 
A, R $*)( 1 - Y)B, and A, R $“‘( 1 - !P) are norm continuous. We first find this 
result if (z( > Q, but by analyticity it must hold throughout he region 2. By 
Eq. (2.26), the three-body operators A,R,(l - Y)B, and A,R,(I - Y) are 
now also norm continuous. Similarly, ((A,R,(l - Y)u)f[( is square-integrable 
and has the continuity property (6.17). 
From the equation 
A,R,(l- Y)=AjR,(l - Y)-AjR,B,A,R,(l - Y)? (7.6) 
it follows immediately that AjR,(l - !P) is norm continuous, with 
lIAjR,U - WI q s uare-integrable and continuous as in Eq. (6.17). Hence 
IlAjQQ - Wll is square-integrable and continuous as in Eq. (6.17). 
Furthermore, AjR,(l - Y)B, can be broken down into AjR,B, and the 
product of A,R, and YB,. Thus A,R,(l - Y)B, is norm continuous. Hence 
so is A,R,(l - Y)BB,, by Eq. (7.6) and the norm continuity of 
A,R,(l - YJBB,. 
The next step is 
AjR3(1 - Y)Bi=AjR,(l - Y)B,-AjR,B,A,R,(l - Y)B,. (7.7) 
The second term on the right is norm continuous because A, R3( 1 - Y)Bi is, 
being the adjoint of B,?Rf(l - Y*)Af. To show that AjR3(l - Y)B, is 
norm continuous, we have to examine AjR, YB,. This is done in Lemmas 7.1 
and 7.2. Once these are available, we know that AiQ(l - !P)B, is norm 
continuous. Lemmas 7.4-7.6 are devoted to A,R, YB, and /jA,R, luftl. This 
completes the analysis of A,QBI and llAjQJll. 
We proceed to review the operators Mji. In the first place, there are terms 
AjR, V,R,B, and A,R,V,R,B,. It can be shown as in Section 6 that these 
are compact, norm continuous in z, 4, and tending to 0 as )z) tends to co. 
Henceforth, operators with these properties are called well behaved. The 
operator AjR, V3R3(1 - !P) Bi is well behaved because A,R,B, is well 
behaved and A,R,(l - Y)B, norm continuous. Similar remarks apply to 
Aj Ch?c3 R, VhR, V,R,(l - !P) B,. This leaves us with A,R, V3R3 YBi, 
which may be decomposed into A,R, YB, and AjR, YB,. If we can show 
that these are well behaved, then so is Mji. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let x and y be in IR3, denote Laplace operators on 2’(R”) 
by d(x) and d(y), then write R,(2) fir the resoluent of ---d(x) -d(y) on 
2’(lR6). Suppose that v(x) is in f?*(iR3). Define the operator Y by 
V-GT Y) = v(x) 1 vW)fW~ Y) d3x’- (73) 
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Suppose that A(y) and B(y) are in Lp(IR3) n L**(lf?‘) for some p, q such 
that 2 < p < 3 < q. Let a, b be two real numbers and let A, B be the 
operators of multiplication by A(ax + y) and B(bx + y), respectively. Then 
there are constants M,, Mq, N, 8 > 0 such that 
IlAW) Y’--II < II wll* Wp IIA lip IIBII, + Mq IIA llq ll%,h (7.9) 
llW&+~)-WJI ‘YBII <NItlIe (7.10) 
whenever 0 < arg 1< 21~ and 0 < arg(3, + n) ( 2~. The operator AR&) YB 
is compact. Given S > 0, there is a constant L such that ](AR&) YB]] < 6 
whenever ] J, ] > L, 0 < arg L < 2n. 
Proo_f: Let f be in !C?*(lR6) and define 
g(y) = 1 y(x’) B(bx’ + y)f(x’, Y) d3x’. (7.11) 
If h(y) is in L **‘(*-*)(R3), then 
I Ih(y)B(bx + Y)I* d3y < (llhlI,,,~,-2, IIBIlp>*v (7.12) 
hence 
s I h(y) &)I d3y < Ilhll zp/(p-2) II wll JIBlIp Ilfll~ (7.13) 
It follows that g(y) belongs to L 2p’Cp+2~(R3) with norm not exceeding 
II VII IPllp Ilfll. 
Suppose that Im I, > 0 and write 
R,(1) = ijoa exp[id(x)t + iA( + iJt] dt. (7.14) 
Since exp[iA(y)t] is bounded from L2*‘(*+*)(IR3) to L2”“*-*‘(1R3) with 
bound not exceeding a constant imes t -3’p, there is a number c such that 
IIew[i&y) tl g(y)l12pl~p-2~ < c3’* II wll IIBII, Ilfll. (7.15) 
It follows as in Eq. (7.12) that 
I IA@ + Y> ew[%y) tl s(u)l’ d3y 
< W”* II VII IIA lip IPII, Ilfll)‘. (7.16) 
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Hence in the X?‘(iR6)-norm 
IV ev(i4 YWIl < ct-3’p II wll* IP Ilp IPII, Ilfll. (7.17) 
Since p < 3 by assumption, this expression may be integrated over the region 
t > 1. The inequality with p replaced by q may be integrated over 0 < t < 1. 
This proves Eq. (7.9) if Im I > 0, and similarly for Im A< 0. The uniform 
Holder continuity of Eq. (7.10) follows from Eq. (7.17) by a well-known 
argument [6, 191. 
For AR,@) YB to be compact, it is sufficient if there are sequences (A,}, 
{B,}, and { wk} that tend to A, B, and w in the appropriate norms and make 
A,,&@) YkB, compact. One possible procedure first approximates B by a 
bounded function B’. This takes g(y) into a function g(v) in f?*(lR’). Now fi 
is multiplied by a factor r?(n + bx + v)-’ to get B,. Similarly, w is 
multiplied by k*(k + x))‘. This makes g,,(y) equal to (1 + y)-’ times a 
function in I! *(lR ‘). Hence YkB, is (1 + x + y) -* times a bounded operator. 
That AR,(A) YkB, is compact then follows from Lemma 2.1. 
To show that AR,(I) YB tends to 0 as ]A] tends to 03, we do not want to 
use the bounded function 8. Lemma 2.4 gives a method of proof in which 
multiplication by factors n(n + x)-l is the only kind of approximation. # 
LEMMA 7.2. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.1, except for the following 
modiJications. The operator R,(A) is replaced by R&, #), where a < 0 < /? 
and [a,/31 belongs to the interval J2 of Lemma 6.5. The projection Y(4) of 
Eq. (7.2) replaces Y. The operators A and B become operators A($) and 
B(4) in the class a. Then, for any fixed $ in [a, /3], Lemma 7.1 applies in the 
sector 24 < arg I < 2n + 24, 2# Q arg@ + II) < 2$ + 2n. The constants M,, 
M4, N, 19, and L can be chosen so as to apply for every Q in [a, /I]. The 
operator A(#) R,(ze2’m, 9) Y(4) B(4) is norm continuous in z, 4, uniformly in 
the region 0 < arg z Q 2x, a < Q <p. 
Proof: That M,, and M, need not depend on 4 follows from the proof of 
Lemma 7.1. For N, 0, refer to [ 19, Lemma 4.11. The norms of A, B, and w 
in Eq. (7.9) are uniform in 4, as are the approximations used to find L. This 
follows from the Appendix. Details of Lemma 2.4 now show that L need not 
depend on 4. The norm continuity in z, d can be proved as in 
Lemma 6.1. 1 
Closely related to Lemma 7.1 is an inequality which we quote for future 
reference. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.1. Suppose that 4(x) is in 
II!‘( Define the operator @ by 
@f (x, Y> = $@I j- W)f 6’3 Y) d3x’. (7.18) 
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Then there are constants M, and M4 such that 
llA@Kl@) YBlI < (11~11 IlvlllY wp 11‘4 Ilp IPII, + 4 IP II9 11%). (7.19) 
ProoJ: Let g(v) be as in Eq. (7.11). Choose u in f!‘(lR6) and write 
v(y) = j &XI) &zx’ + y) u(x’, y) d3x’. (7.20) 
Then v(y) belongs to L Q’(~+ “(IF? “) with norm not exceeding 1) $ (1 /(A JIP (1 u(I. 
Hence 
I I W wW W 4 gWl d3y 
< Ct-3’pl1911 IIWII Il4I,II~II,Il~lI VII* (7.21) 
The proof can now be completed along the lines of Lemma 7.1. 1 
We return to H$*‘($) having eigenvectors w,(d) (n = l,..., N) with eigen- 
value 1,. In terms of the projection !P($) of Eq. (7.2), 
R 1*‘(k 0) u1(0) = ul(dMJ3 - 2). (7.22) 
Now choose coordinates x, y such that x is proportional to the vector from 
particle 1 to particle 2, while y is proportional to the vector from the center 
of mass of particles 1, 2 to particle 3. This makes v/,(0 a function of x. By 
an appropriate normalization of x and y, 
R3(jl, 9) Y(4) = Y(y(g)[-A(y) ezim + 1, -A]-‘. (7.23) 
LEMMA 7.4. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.1. Denote the operator 
[-A(y) - 11 -I by Rf’(13). Then AR ~“(I) YB has all the properties that 
Lemma 7.1 shows AR,@) YB to have. 
Proof: Boundedness and Hdlder continuity follow almost immediately 
from the proof of Lemma 7.1. Since ARf’@) YB is an integral operator 
whose kernel does not exceed a constant times 
A(ax + y) v(x) I Y - Y’ I -’ yl(x’) B(bx’ + Y’), (7.24) 
it belongs to the Schmidt class by the Sobolev inequality. To show that it 
tends to 0 as II ) tends to co, we can follow the proofs of Lemmas 2.4 
and 7.1. I 
LEMMA 7.5. Let the data be as in Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4, but replace 
Rk”(IZ) Y by the operator R3(IZ, 4) Y(u(g) of Eq. (7.23). For any fixed 4 in 
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[a,P], Lemma 7.4 applies in the sector 2$ Q arg0, - A,) < 24 + 27z, 24 < 
arg(1 - 1, + n) Q 24 + 2~. The constants M,, M,, N, 6, and L can be chosen 
so as to apply for every 4 in [q/3]. The operator A(#) R&I, t ze2im, 4) 
Y(4) B(O) is norm continuous in z, 4, uniformly in the region 0 < arg z < 27t, 
a<Q<P. 
Proof: Refer to Lemma 7.2. 1 
The foregoing results give all the information we need about the operators 
Mj, in Eq. (7.5). It remains to verify that jIAjQ!Y”fll is square-integrable. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.5. There is a constant 
a < 03, not depending on # in [a,/?], such that 
sup I m [IA($) R&I, t [I f is] eZim 3 $1 W>fll’ dl< a Ml’. (7.25) &>O -cc 
Given 6 > 0, one can find 0 > 0 such that 
sup B O” ll~(4)R,(~, t [I f i&l ezimT 4)YW &>O -m 
--A@‘) R,(A, t [I f is] ezim’, 4’) W’Vll’ dl< 6 Ml’ (7.26) 
whenever 4, $’ in [a,p] satisfy ]# - o’] < 0. 
Proof: To prove Eq. (7.25), we first go back to the notation of 
Lemma 7.4. Write 
g(y) = j wW)ftx'~ Y> d3x’. (7.27) 
The important point is that 
I I O” dl d3y ]A(ax + y) Ri*‘(l f ie)g(y)12 -cc 
< b II gll* Q 41 wll Ilfll)‘. (7.28) 
An estimate of the constant b in Eq. (7.28) can be made with Eq. (6.3). This 
shows that b does not exceed an expression of the form M&4 I],)’ + 
M,(]]A II,)“. In particular, b may be chosen independent of x. It is now 
straightforward to complete the proof of Eq. (7.25). The proof of Eq. (7.26) 
follows the proof of Lemma 6.3. i 
For future reference we need a related result. 
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LEMMA 7.7. If the data are as in Lemma 7.1, there is a constant a such 
that 
sup I O” /(A YR,(l f ic)fl]’ dl < a IIf]]‘. 
(7.29) 
&>O --co 
Proof This follows from Eq. (6.3) and Lemma 7.3. 1 
COROLLARY 7.8. Let Ak(l) and If&) (k = 1,2,3) belong to the class CS. 
Let 2, be real and suppose that it is an eigenvalue of H?‘(d) but not of 
Hj*‘(#) (j = 1,2). Suppose that the strips x(E, A,, 9) (a < ( (p) contain 
neither the origin nor any eigenvalues il # L, of any Hamiltonian Hf’(#) 
(k = 1, 2,3). Then the operators A,(#) Q@, + ze2j9, 4) Bi(#) (i, j # 3) are 
bounded and norm continuous in z, $. There is a constant a such that 
IIAj(#) Q(& + [I f is] e2im , #)f II* dl< a Ilf II* (j = L2). (7.30) 
Given 6 > 0, one can find 0 > 0 such that, for j = 1,2, 
sup I O” llAj(#) Q(J, + [If i&l e2im, $)f O<&<E -02 
-Aj(#‘) Q(& + [I k ic] e*‘*‘, #‘>f II* dl< 6 Ilf II* (7.31) 
whenever #,#’ in [a, b] satisfy I# - 4’ I < 0. These relations remain true tf Q 
is replaced by R, . The operators Mji@, + zezi@, #) are bounded, norm 
continuous in z, 4, and compact. They tend to 0 in norm as ] z I tends to co. 
All properties are uniform in z, 4 throughout the region z. ! 
Due to Corollary 7.8, the resolvent equation (7.5) may be treated in much 
the same way as Eq. (2.28). The homogeneous equation can be discussed 
along the lines of Section 3, except that spurious poles require a slight 
change. Instead of Eq. (3.33) we need 
(7.32) 
In an obvious notation, the proper choice for v, is [ 1 - M&l,)] u,. That the 
v, are independent is due to the nullspace of R3(3LO) being empty. Recall that 
A0 at this point of the analysis is a spurious pole in the open strip 
A(E, A,, 4). There is no difficulty in using Section 5 to allow A0 to be on 
W3? 0. 
At some points, such as in the proof of Lemma 5.8, use is made of 
Lemma 2.3. In the present context we require the following. 
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LEMMA 7.9. Let A3(#) and B@) belong to the class a. Let A, be a real 
eigenvalue of Hi”(#) and suppose that the region I(&) is a resolvent fan for 
H,. If AJ(4) belongs to the class (t’, then there is a constant c such that 
IIAj(d)R,(~,+ze”“,~))I <c]Imz(-“* (.i= L2) (7.33) 
throughout he region 2. 
Proof. Let Y(#) be as in Eq. (7.2). If z, $ is in 2, then AjR,(l - !I’) is 
uniformly bounded. Hence Eq. (7.33) is correct if AJR, is replaced by 
A,R,(l - Y). By Eq. (7.23) 
R,(A, + zeZim, 4) Y((g) = Y(4) eF2”[-d(y) - z]-’ 
= Y($) eF2”Rf)(z). (7.34) 
By a slight variation of Lemma 7.3, ]I Aj YR y’(z) Y*Af I] is bounded, hence 
so is 
llAjYIRf’(z) -Ra’(f)] Y*Aj*I] = 2 lirnzl l]AjYR~*‘(z)l]*. (7.35) 
This means that Eq. (7.33) is correct if A,R, is replaced by A,R, Y. The 
desired inequality now follows immediately. m 
As for Section 6, in the present context it is obvious that we want to 
assume that % [ 1 - M(&, #)I is empty for some 4 in [a,P]. This allows the 
construction of resolvent fans for H, so that we can proceed to the analogue 
of Theorem 6.12. 
THEOREM 7.10. Let A,(g) and Bk(#) (k = 1,2,3) belong to the cluss a. 
Let A, f 0 be real and suppose that it is an eigenvalue of H:*‘(4) but not of 
Hj2’(#) (j = 1,2). Suppose that the region ;r<n,) is a resolvent fan for\H. 
Then the operators A,(#) R& + ze*‘*, $) B,(4) (i, j # 3) are bounded and 
norm continuous in z, 4. Given 6 > 0, there are constants a and 8 such that 
Eqs. (7.30) and (7.3 1) remain true if Q is replaced by R. All properties are 
uniform in z, # throughout he region 2. 
If the data are as in Theorem 7.10, Eq. (6.19) defines the operator 
P@, , 4). To see that it is bounded, we decompose R in the integrand of 
Eq. (6.19) into R 3 and -R3( V, + V,)R. The contribution from R, can be 
evaluated in closed form. Since R,( 1 - Y) is not singular on Y(&, $), it does 
not contribute. All R, gives is the projection Y(4). The integral of R, VjR 
converges absolutely by Corollary 7.8 and Theorem 7.10. That P(&, 4) is 
norm continuous in 4 can be shown as in Theorem 6.13. It does not depend 
on E and projects onto an invariant subspace of H(4) by reasonably 
straightforward arguments [181. 
We now review papers [ 19, 201, adding a few technical lemmas to show 
409/101,f1-I7 
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that P(&, +)[iY(#) -A,] e-‘!@ g enerates a group { G(t, 1,) 4)) satisfying 
Eq. (6.20). The integral in Eq. (6.20) converges due to Corollary 7.8 and 
Theorem 7.10. If c = 0, it does not depend on E and reduces to P(&, 4). It is 
not yet clear whether the limit with respect o E exist if t # 0. For t # 0 we 
therefore consider 
U(t, 1, l i&e2’@, 4)
= (2ni)-’ (sgn t)jym e-“‘R(& + [I f ic] e2i@, 4) e2” dl. (7.36) 
The integral converges, be it not absolutely. It receives a dangerous 
contribution from R, Y, but this can be evaluated in closed form. If R in the 
integrand is replaced by R, Y, an expression results that has a discontinuity 
at t = 0. This is the reason why we do not look at Eq. (7.36) if t = 0. 
Let xh, xi be three-particle coordinates as described at the beginning of 
Section 2. Define the operator X,(4) by Eq. (5.11). Iff, g are in JZ2(lR6), the 
function 
s(l+ ie) = (XJ:‘(#) R(& + [I t ie] ezi@, #)f, g) (7.37) 
is analytic in I+ i& in the strip 0 < E < E. Since it is square-integrable due to 
Theorem 7.10, one can use the Paley-Wiener theorem for functions in a strip 
to show that there are norm limits U(t, A, f i0e2’@, 4); see [ 191. Hence the 
operator G(t, 1,, 4) is well defined. 
The next question is to show that G(t, A,, #) has a strong derivative with 
respect o t. The group properties then follow from a standard argument. To 
get under way, one can formally differentiate the integrand in Eq. (6.20) with 
respect o t, then try to show that this yields the derivative of G(t, &, 4). As 
it stands, this idea meets with a number of convergence problems, but it can 
be supplemented by devices such as letting G act on f in the domain of H($), 
and making sure that all integrals being considered are Fourier transforms of 
analytic functions that enable the Paley-Wiener theorem to be used. Details 
are described in [20]. We can copy all steps provided we remember to write 
R as R 3 - R3( V, + V,)R, not R, - R, VR. The new decomposition requires 
that Lemma 4.4 of [20] be replaced by Lemma 7.12 below. Since the former 
lemma is based on Lemma 2.1 of [20], we first show how this needs to be 
changed. 
LEMMA 7.11. Let the notation be as in Lemma 7.1. Suppose that A(y) is 
in l’!q(lR3) with some q > 3, and that Eq. (7.29) is true. Given f(x, y) in 
Q2(IR6) and 6 > 0, there exists a constant L, not depending on E, such that 
sup 
1 
m (IA YR,(I rt ie)fll’ dl < 6. 
E>O L 
(7.38) 
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ProoJ Let u be in f! *(IF? “). This makes the function 
v(y) = j qT(x’) fqux’ + y) I@‘, y) d3X’ (7.39) 
belong to L 2q/(q+2)(m3) with norm not exceeding 1) y11l [IA II4 I/all. Hence the 
Fourier transform r?(q) is in L 2q’(q-2)(lR3), There is a constant b such that 
II w9112q,(q-2) < b II VII IIA 114 II UII. (7.40) 
Let f(<, q) be the Fourier transform of f(x, y). For any L > 0, define .& by 
fLcr> zl) = P<L ‘I) if C2 + q2 < L/2, 
=o if r2 + rj+’ > L/2. 
(7.41) 
Let f, be the inverse Fourier transform ofj;. . Due to Eq. (7.29) 
s Lm ll~~&,(~ * W(f-f,)l12 d1-c aIlf -f,ll’. (7.42) 
The first condition on L is that a II f - f, II 2 be less than 6/4. 
For any L, we denote R,(1 f i.s)fL by g(x, y), then examine this quantity if 
12 L. The Fourier transform $(& q) satisfies 
I a53 ?I %/(q+ 2) &, 





IfA ?)I’ d3v 1 [j It’ + q2 - l(-q d3rj 1 . (7.43) 
Notice that the region of integration is restricted by the condition that 
r2 + r12 < L/2. Since I2 L by assumption, there is a constant c such that 
j It2 + q2 - 1l-q d3q < (1 -L/2)-q 1 d3q < CL”“@ - L/2)-q. (7.44) 
With the help of Eq. (7.40), it follows that there is a constant d such that 
IV ~W f i&If, 3 u)l 
Q j l363l d3t j I fi(v) SK, tl)l d3v 
~~ll~llll~llqll~ll~3’2q(~--LI~~-1jl~~f~l~3C[jl~~5~~~l2~3~]”2 
G d II wl12 IP Ilq II ull Ilf II L3’2q(l - L/2)-‘. (7.45) 
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Hence e can be found such that 
I m IIA Y%(~ * WLl12 dl< e(ll v# IP Ilq Ilfll)’ L-‘f3’4. (7.46) L 
Since q > 3 by assumption, expression (7.46) is less than 6/4 if L is 
sufficiently large. The same applies to the expression (7.42). This is sufficient 
for Eq. (7.38) to be true. 1 
LEMMA 7.12. Let the data be as in Theorem 7.10. Given S > 0, there is 
a constant L < 00, depending neither on E in (0, E) nor on 4 in [a, p], such 
that, for j = 1,2, 
Proof: The integrand in Eq. (7.47) does not exceed ]]Aj*R*g]( times 
IJBjR3f (1. If C is the operator defined by Cf =x then CA,R = ATR *C by 
[20, Remark 4.31. Hence IIAJ*R*gll satisfies Eq. (7.30). This reduces the 
problem to studying llBjR3 f I). We write this as 
BjR3=B/!PR,+BjR,-BjYR,-Bj(l - qR,A,B,R,. (7.48) 
Lemma 7.11 applies to the term Bj YR,. It is easy to see that Lemma 7.11 
remains true if the integration interval (L, ~0) is replaced by (-a, -L). 
Hence Bj YR, is compatible with Eq. (7.47). It only requires a slight change 
in Lemma 7.11 to show that Bj YR, is compatible with Eq. (7.47). That 
BjRo is compatible is due to [20, Lemma 2.11. Since B,( 1 - !P) R,A, is 
bounded uniformly in 1 and E, the term B,( 1 - !P) R,A, B, R, is also 
compatible. Thus if L is sufficiently large, the integral of (1 B,R, f II2 over the 
regions I < -L and I > L is as small as we please. If L could not be 
independent of 4, the #-dependence would have to come in through the bound 
on IlB,U - ‘Y)W3IL or through constants that occur in inequalities like 
Eqs. (7.29), (7.30), and (7.45). Since all such constants are uniform in 4, so 
is L. I 
Once Lemma 7.12 has been added to Theorem 7.10 and previous results, 
we can follow [20, Section 41 so as to prove that Eq. (6.20) defines a group 
of operators {G(t, A,, ()} having strong derivatives 
$ G(t, A3, $)f = -iG(t, A,, 0P-W) - A,] e-‘? (7.49) 
Norm continuity in Q can be verified as in Theorem 6.13. 
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By way of illustration, take ,U = L, in Eq. (6.20) but replace R by R,. 
Denote the group by G3(f, 1,) $), the projection by P,(&, 4). Let !P($) be as 
in Eq. (7.2), except that the variable x is replaced by xj. Express the motion 
of particle 3 relative to the center of mass of 1 and 2 in terms of x;, as in 
Section 2. Since [ 1 - Y(4)] R#., #) is not singular near Y(&, d), it does not 
contribute to G,(t, L,, 4). This gives the following example: 
(7.50) 
The methods of [20, Section 41 require llA,Rfll to be square-integrable, 
but A,RB, being bounded is not used. The latter property becomes important 
when we follow [20, Section 51 to show that P(&, 4) H(4) is spectral. The 
argument uses Lemma 7.12 repeatedly. Also used in Lemma 7.9. Our last 
technical device replaces [20, Lemma 2.41. 
LEMMA 7.13. Let the notation be as Lemma 7.4. Suppose that A(y) is in 
l!p(lR6) with some p such that 2 < p < 3. Then there exist constants 6 > 0 
and c < 00 such that 
(IAYR~*‘(le”)l) < ~l@-~)” [sin ft,u]-’ (I > 0; -?t < l/l < 71). (7.5 1) 
ProoJ Let u(y) and its Fourier transform t?(q) be as in Lemma 7.11. By 
an inequality due to Hardy and Littlewood [ 14, Theorem 801, there is a 
constant a such that 
I u^@l) zPltP+atf --12/(P+2) d$/ < aj Iy(y)12P/(P+2) djy. (7.52) 
In Eq. (7.40) we must replace q by p. With Holder’s inequality, it follows 
that there is a constant b such that 
I IW)12 rl-6’pd3v < 4llwll IIAllpI141)2~ (7.53) 
Since p < 3 by assumption, 3/p = 1 + 6 with 6 > 0. Thus in the Q2(R6)-norm 
Iltl-‘-S(Y*A*4” (6 VII < 41v412 IlAlIp Ilull. (7.54) 
As in [20, Lemma 2.41, elementary algebra shows that 
(7’ - lei4J-’ < q-1-sl’*-“‘2 (sin fyi-’ (I > 0; -7r Q v< 7r). (7.55) 
The required result now follows easily. 1 
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Replacing R by R, as in Eq. (7.50), we have 
s-f4y (27ri)-’ (” [R& + [I + k] e*‘@, 4) 
0 
- R,(& + [l- i&l e*‘@, qi)]fe”‘” dl= Y((I) Ei*‘(L)f, (7.56) 
where {Et’(L)} is the family of spectral projections associated with the two- 
body operator -A&). The notation s-lim is meant to indicate that the limit 
is strong. Because of [20, Eq. (5.3)], Eq. (7.56) may be replaced by 
where T(L, E) runs from A, + (L - ia) e*” to 1, + (L t is) e21m along any 
path in the strip A(E, I,, 4). 
The difference between the integrals in Eqs. (7.56) and (7.57) comes from 
the integral of R,@, () along a semicircle C, centered at A= I, and running 
from 1, - i&e*‘” to A, + i&e*‘@ in the clockwise direction. This contribution 
tends strongly to 0 as E tends to 0, again by the argument of [20, Eq. (5.3)]. 
For technical reasons, it is convenient hat also 
s-lim E’O (, Rtk d)f d2 = 0. 
E 
To prove Eq. (7.58) we write 
R = R, - R, c B,A,R, + R, c B,A,R c B,AIR,. (7.59) 
j j J 
It is already known that the contribution from R, tends to 0 strongly. The 
operator A,RB, is bounded, as are the operators A,R,( 1 - !P) and 
B/R,(I - !P). If A is on C,, then ((A,R, !PyI( is of order E(*-‘)‘* by 
Lemma 7.13. Hence the second and third terms on the right in Eq. (7.59) are 
of order ,$-I. Since the length of C, is of order E, Eq. (7.58) is true. 
We now have all the tools to show that the operators E(L, A,, $) of 
Eq. (6.28) form a spectral family. The variable L in Eq. (6.28) is supposed 
to run from -co to 00, but in actual fact E(L,,u, () = 0 if L < 0. This brings 
us to a generalization of Theorem 6.13. 
THEOREM 7.14. Let Aj(#) and B,(4) (j = 1,2,3) be in the class a. 
Suppose that ,u is real and that the region z@) of Definition 6.11 is a 
resolvent fan for H. Then Eqs. (6.19), (6.20), and (6.28) deJne a projection 
P(u, 0, group {G(t, p, $)} (-00 c t < a~), and family of spectral projections 
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{E(L,,u, 4)} (-00 < L < 00). These have the properties of Theorem 6.13, 
except that Eqs. (6.21), (6.22), and (6.23) must be replaced by 
f G(t, P, c6l.f =-iG(t, P, $)[H($) -,u] e-*?L 
W, R #If = Cm e-“‘d[E(l, ,a, $)f], 
JO 
ph $1 H(#)f = loa @+ le*‘@) d[E(l, ,u, #)f]. (7.62) 
APPENDIX 
This appendix reviews some properties of analytic functions in a sector. 
Much of the material is probably known, but a reference does not seem to be 
available. 
LEMMA A. 1. Let B be the surface of the unit sphere in R3. Let w take 
values in R. Suppose that p > 1 and 0 < y Q II. Let A@, w) be an analytic 
function of z for almost every o in R, regular in the sector -y < arg z < y. 
Suppose for almost every o in Q there exists a number M(o) such that 
sup i 
* ]A(re’” , w)lp r2 dr < M(w). 
-Y<,<Y 0 
(Al) 
Suppose there exists a number M such that 
sup 1 5 dw oa ]A(re’@, w)l” r* dr < M. 642) -y<m<y R 
Then A(re’#, w) has boundary values A(re*iY, o) for almost every o in J2. 
These satisfy 
lim 
1 1 @+fY n 
dco om ]A(re’@, o) - A(reiiY, o)]” r* dr = 0. (A3) 
Proof It suffices to prove that there are boundary values such that 
lim 
I 1 e+fY n 
do om (A(re’@, w)(reiQ)‘IP - A(reiiY, w)(re*i32’p(p dr = 0. (A4) 
Conformal mapping takes the sector --y < arg z < y into the upper half- 
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plane. Hence we want to consider a function f(z, o) which for almost every 
o in ~2 is analytic in z, regular in the sector 0 < arg z < rr, and such that 
sup s 
OD (f(re’* , o>lp dr < M(o), 
o<m<n 0
(A5) 
sup I I 
dw 
O<@<n 0 
om Jf(re’+, co)/” dr < M. 
The change of variables 
reig = ew 9 w=u+iv 646) 
maps the upper half-plane onto the strip -co < u < co, 0 < v < K. For 
almost every UJ in R, the function 
F(w, w) = (rei@)“Pf(rei”, co) (A7) 
is analytic in the strip and such that 
sup f Cc IF@+ * 




aJ (F(u+’ IV, co)/” du < M. 
o<o<n R -02 
From this it follows that F(u + iv, w) tends to 0 as u tends to fco, uniformly 
in v in any strip 0 < v, < v < v2 < x [14, Section 5.41. Hence if v, < 
Im z < v2, we have 
F(z,co)=(2ri)-'jm (u+iv,-z)-'F(u+iv,,w)du 
-cc 
- (2ni)-' fw (u + iv, -z)-' F(u + iv,, 0) du 
-co 
= F, (z, w) + Fe (G 0). (A91 
Because F(u + iv,, w) belongs to fZp(u), its Hilbert transform &u, o; v,) 
belongs to Zp(u) [ 14, Theorem 1011. There exists a constant C, such that 
I O” IO u, co; vJP du < c, i * )F(u+’ zvl, co)/” du. -co --co 
(A101 
Thus the function F, (z, w) defined by Eq. (A9) satisfies sufficient conditions 
for results by Hille and Tamarkin to apply. By [7, Theorem 3.11 F+(z, w) 
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has a boundry value F+(u + iv,, w) which can be written as a linear 
combination of F(u + iv,, w) and F(u, w; v,). Thus D, exists such that 
I O” IF+(u+iu,,w)lpduSDpjm IF(u+iu,,o)lPdu. (All) --co -03 
Moreover, F+(z, o) is the Poisson integral of its boundary value. From this 
it follows that it belongs to the space 8” for the half-plane Im z > u, [7, 
Theorem 2.11. Hence, if v > vi, 
s * IF+@+’ w zu, o)l” du < I IF+(u + iv,, w)lp du. (Al2) -co -co 
By Eq. (Al 1), the right side is bounded uniformly in V, on 0 < u, < x. Hence 
the left side is bounded uniformly in vi on 0 < vi < co. Since F(z, w) is 
analytic, the integral (A9) for F+(z, w) does not depend on the choice of u, . 
This means that F+(z, o) can be continued to a function that is analytic in 
Im z > 0. It now follows from Eq. (A12) that F, (z, w) belongs to the space 
ap for the half-plane Im z >, 0. Hence it has a boundary value F+(u, w) such 
that, if u > 0, 
I w IF+@ + ’ IV, w)l” du Q I -m_ IF+@, o)l” du. (‘413) --co 
We must now look at integration with respect o w. By the theory of BP- 
spaces 
lim uLojyw IF+(u + iu, o)l” du =jm IF+(u, o)lp du. (A14) 
-m 
With Fatou’s lemma, 
I I dw * IF+@, 011” du n -cc 
<limlrrfj dwjm 1 F+(u + iv, o)j” du 
R --co 






w 1 F, (U + iu, o)lp du = 
I I 
dw IF+@, o)l” du (A16) 
R -cc 
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by the theorem of dominated convergence. Since F+(u + iv, w) tends to 
F+(u, o) in the LP(u)-norm, a similar reasoning shows that 
1 F, (u + iv, w) - F, (u, w)l” du = 0. (Al7) 
The function I;-(u + iv, w) satisfies this relation near v = 0 by a simpler 
argument. Hence so does F(u + iv, w). Going back to the function A@, o) 
gives Eq. (A4) as d tends to --y; and similarly for $ tending to y. 1 
LEMMA A.2. Let the functions A,(z, w) (n = 1, 2,...) all satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma A.l. Suppose that for every E > 0 a number N(e) exists 
such that 
I I dw 0m jA,(ret@, w) - A,(reim, w)l” rz dr < E (4 = *Y) VW 0 
whenever n, m > N(e). Then there exists a function A(z, W) which satisfies 
the conditions of Lemma A.1 and is such that 
lim dw 
I I 
m IA,(rei6, w) - A(re’@, o)l” r* dr = 0 (Al9) n-tee * 0 
uniformly in $ for --y < 4 < y. 
Proof By the proof of Lemma A.1, each A,(z, w) corresponds to a 
function F,,(z, 0). For almost every w in 0, this tends to boundary values in 
the 2P(u)-norm. Owing to Eq. (A9) 
F,(z, w) = (2xi))’ jrn (u - z)-’ F,(u, w) du 
-co 
- (2xi)-’ /ya (u + in - z)-’ F,(u + ix, w) du. (A20) 
By the data of the present lemma, if n tends to co, then F,(u, o) and 
F,(u + ilr, w) tend to limits F(u, w) and F(u + ix, o) in the f?p(u, co)-norm, 
hence in the tp(u)-norm for almost every w in R. For 0 < Im z < rr, it 
follows from Eq. (A20) that F,(z, w) tends to a limit F(z, cc) pointwise. By 
Vitali’s theorem, F(z, w) is analytic in the strip 0 < Im z < II. 
We now show that F,(z, o) tends to F(z, w) in the LP(u)-norm. To this 
end, we choose a continuous function G(u, o) of compact support and 
consider the integral 
I,(( + in, w) = i F,(u + t + in, co) G(u, co) du. (A21) -co 
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This is analytic in the strip -co < < < co, 0 < q < IL and continuous on its 
boundary. If q stands for p/(p - 1) and f?!“(u)-norms are denoted by ]( . ]lP, it 
follows from the three-line theorem that 
II,(t + iv, WI< II Gil, IIF,@, ~Il~-“‘n IIF,@ + in, w)ll;‘“. 6422) 
Dividing by ]]G]], and taking the supremum with respect o G gives 
ll~,(u + iv, w)ll, < ll~;n(~, )Ilj-“‘~ IIF,@ + in, ~Il~‘n. (~23) 
This is true for 0 < v < rr and for almost every w in 0. In view of the data, it 
is now easy to show that F,(u + iv, w) tends to a limit in the JJp(u)-norm 
uniformly in v for 0 < v & rr. The limit must be equal to the pointwise limit 
F(u + iv, o), hence this satisfies Eq. (A23). There is a similar result in terms 
of the Lp(u, o)-norm. This means that Eq. (AS) is true. The function I;@, o) 
now satisfies all conditions of Lemma A.l. Conformal mapping gives the 
function A(z, w) required to complete the proof of Lemma A.2. I 
DEFINITION A.3. The set of functions A(xe-‘“, W) that satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma A.1 is denoted by Bp(-y, y). The set e2(-y, y) is 
sometimes denoted by 0(-y, y). If A(@) is an operator on Z’(R”) that acts as 
multiplication by the restriction to fixed Q of a function A(xe-‘@, o) in 
@‘(-Y, Y), then A(#) is said to belong to the class BP. 
LEMMA A.4. Let A(z, w) belong to Op(-y, 7). Let the functions w,(z) 
(n = 1, 2,...) b e Q I t nay ic in the sector -y < arg z Q y and bounded uniformly 
in n. Given any R > 0, E > 0, suppose N exists such that 
Then 
(w,(re*iy)- l] <E if n>N, O<r<R. @24) 
lim dw 
s s 
ow I[w,(re’@) - l] A(re’@, o)]” r2 dr = 0 6425) n-+co* 
unlyormly in 4 for -y < 4 < y. 
Proof: Choosing any 6 > 0, we can find R such that 
I 5 dw Rm I[w,(reiiY, co) - l] A(re*‘Y, o)lp r2 dr < 6 (n = 1, 2,...). (A26) R 
Next we can use Eq. (A24) to show that w,(re* ‘3 A(re* iy, o) tends to 
A (re * iy, u)) in the pp(r, w)-norm. By Lemma A.2, w,(re’*) A(re’@, o) tends 
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to a limit B(re’*, w) in the EP(r, o)-norm, uniformly in 4. Since B(z, w) 
belongs to Gp(-y, y), it corresponds for almost every o to a function F(z, w) 
which can be expressed in terms of its boundary values F(u, w) and 
F(u + in, w) as in Eq. (A20). For almost every CU, it follows that B(z, w) is 
determined by its boundary values. Hence B(z, cc) is equal to A(z, o) for 
almost every w. This is suffkient for Eq. (A25) to be true uniformly in 4. I 
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